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_S exual assaults not limited ·to nighttime
By Cindy Gormley

The victims in this article are all
UN H students, but the names used are
fictitious.
November 1982. It's early
afternoon.
As she walks across B parking lot on
her way downtown Durham, Denise
hears an approaching car and moves
aside to let it pass.
It doesn't. Slowing down behind
her, a male voice calls out, "Hey,
wanna ride?"
She figures she_must know him and

What all these storif}s have in common is
sexual harassment with intent to rape
turns around to· see two young men,
one white, the other black, inside a
large light-colored car.
"Wanna ride?" he repeated.
Since she doesn't know them, she
ignores the question and continues
walking.
"Hey come on; don't you want a
ride? Hey, why don't you come f--k us;

come give us some· head?"
Getting scared, she cuts through a
line of cars. Suddenly, she hears one of
the doors open and slam shut.
She doesn't look back to see if
they're after her--she runs to a nearby
dorm where a friend lives. _

*****

March 1982. It's 10:30 a.m.
Marie is taking a walk on Madbury
Road. A green, foreign car, heading
toward Dover, stops and the driver
asks if she'd like a ride. She says no and
continues walking.
The car keeps up with her, and the
heavy-set, black-bearded man tells her
he's from Yale.
·
"Why are all you women up here '
bitches and don't talk?" he asks.
At that remark, she realizes she
should turn back toward Durham and
hurri~s away.
ASSA UL TS, page 7
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Consultant advises
foreign integration
8y Greg Flemming

Pledges Steve Salsman and Mark Facey perform the "Sigma Beta Bed Trick" in front of the
library Wednesday afternoon. (Alan Kamman photo)

Calling the Smith Hall
controversey a "phony issue", a
national consultant on
international student programs
said this week that what UNH
needs is a policy on
international education.
Dr.Josef Mestenhauser, of
the University of Minnesota,
said foreign students should
neither live together all in one
dorm or be dispersed
indi vi dually throughout
campus; instead American and
foreign students should live
together.
His visit, made possible by a
grant from the National
Association of Foreign Student
Affairs, came just weeks after
UNH officials said Smith Hall
may be used to house foreign
students next year. That plan
was attacked by a number of
students, including Smith Hall
· residents.
But in his comments to
student leaders Wednesday,

Computer student accused of interfering
By John Gold
Christopher Caldwell, UNH
senior and employee of the
UNH Computer Science

Department, was put on
disciplinary probation for a
violation he claims he did not

It's all in
o~e day's

work ...
By Tracy Carlson
Heroism is all in a day's work
for Jim Morton.
The UNH student risked his
life in the icy waters of the
Cocheco River to save a
woman who jumped off the
bridge on Central Avenue in
Dover last Monday.
Morton saw the woman
standing by the bridge and
watched as she climbed over
HERO, page 4

JIM MORTON

commit.
According to Caldwell,
Computer services filed an
incident report with the Dean
of _'Students stating he had
copied information from the
public files of the computer,
alten\d it, and returned it to the
public file.
This, Caldwell says, is illegal
according · to the ethics of
computer services.
What Caldwell did, he
claims, was copy the
information, correct an error in
it, and store it in his own
private file. The altered
information was then copied
back out into the public file by
another person who had no
legal access to his file.
The formal charges against
him, Caldwell said, were that
he had copied the file, altered it,
and in doing so had aided the
person who copied it from his
file.
Caldwell declined to name

the person, although he said
"They would have to have
access to everything (information in the computer)".
"What I did is analogous to
copying a magazine . article
from the library, correcting a
misspelled word, and storing it
in my own library," Caldwell
· said.
According to Caldwell, the
actual illegality was that the file
had been copied out into the
public system. Caldwell had
requested an open hearing in
front of the Judical Board.
"I would have assumed any
student could go in front of the
whole Judical Board if he
wanted to," Caldwell said.
"I feel it's a right I should
have."
Dean of Students, William
Kidder, however, did not grant
Caldwell his request, stating
afterwards the Judical Board
CALDWELL, page 19

Mestenhauser criticized two
popular proposals-- placing
foreign students all in one
dorm, like Smith, and placing
them in dorms throughout
campus.
"Dispersion of students
throughout campus causes the
isolation of foreign students
more than anything else,"
HOUSING, page 5

JOSEF MESTENHAUSER
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Stampede kills 22
CALI. Columbia - Some 22 spectators are dead and
hundreds injured after people began urinating o_n e~cited
soccer fans, causmg a human stampede m the stadmm s ramp.
Doctors said most died from suffocation in the tragedy on
Wednesday, among them seven young children and three
women, one of whom was pregnant.
Spokesmen at area hospitals said many injured were in
critical condition.

ltATIONAt
US for arms control
WASHINGTON -

In a move designed to build confidence

in the Kremlin, President Reagan will be proposing new
measures designed to reduce the possibility of accidental
nuclear war.
Reagan will announce the guidelines fo a speech to be given
later next week. The measures are to assure the Soviet Union
that the United States is committed to arms control.
Among the proposals will be ' to improve the hotline
between Moscow and Washington and more notification
before nuclear testing.

LOCAL
Volunteers needed
PORTSMOUTH - A Safe Place, New Hampshire's only"
emergency shelter exclusively for battered women and thefr
children, is looking for volunteers to join their childrens
program.
_ The next volunteer session will be held N o~ember 20 from
1-4 p.m. at A Safe Place office, 84 Congress Street,
Portsmouth. For more information contact Noelle at A Safe
Place 436-7924.

Cat quibble
-·

DOVEl\1 - After a heated court battle over the custody of a
black-and . white cat, Judge T. Casey Moher awarded
ownership of the feline to Nancy Terry of Heritage Hill in
Dover.
Former neighbor Matthew Sweeney was upset with the
decision. He believed the cat to be his after he found the cat in
his back yard. Sweeny had claimed "Tom" was abandoned by
Terry who calls the cat "Mittens."

American talks on life in USSR
By Krist_~~e_ ~~~~'!!~h
propog·anda in Russia. In
-The U.S. and Russia can Russia, however, propaganda
actually compliment each other doesn't have the negative
in a positive way, according to connotations that it does here.
Bruce Allyn, a Harvard Grad Over there it is looked as a
Student.
natural and correct function of
Allyn, who gave a lecture the government.
and slide show Tuesday night
In Allyn's slide show, he tried
at 7:30 entitled "Integrity from to give a taste of Soviet life.
a Global Perspective," is Several slides were of old
making it his life's work "to Czarist buildings and churches.
understand how it looks from Since the official religion of
over there when you're looking Russia is atheism, these
in this direction."
churches are referred to by the
Allyn spent three months Communist party as "remnants
studying in Russia and has of a previous culture," explains
brought back with him a Allyn.
clearer understanding of the
The people in Russia are very
Soviet people. According to gregarious, say Allyn. It is not
Allyn, "The Soviet people have uncommon for two men to be
a sense of a larger purpose. seen with arms around each
I hey do whatever the tuture other in public places, without
expects of them."
anyone thinking that they're
••People have a feeling that gay. They aren't at all
they are all their brother's concerned with appearances.
keeper. If someone sees One can be accepted no matter
someone elso doing something what one looks like.
that he doesn't like, he'll go
Life as an American in
right up to the person and tell Russia was hard, says Allyn.
him to fix it. You always have
"Russians are afraid to make
the feeling that there is friends with Americans. It
someone looking out for you." could cost them their jobs, their
Allyn's -stay in Leningrad apartments, everthing that's
· gave him first hand exposure to important to them.
what the Russian people think
While in Russia, though,
of America. He described a Allyn did make several very
discussion he had in 1978 with a good friends, whom he
cabbie in Leningrad. When the described as "mildly dissident".
cabbie found out that Allyn Several of his sides clearly
was an American, he asked him showed the variety of Soviet
why Jimmy Carter wanted war. life. It is a curious blend of East
"I explained that we don't and West: one slide was of a
want war and he said he doesn't room where pictures of Joni
either. So why do we have Mitchell~ Paul McCartney and
30,000 nuclears weapon several other American and
pointed - at each other? It English stars were hung next to
doesn't make sense."
ancient Russian and Czarist
According to Allyn, another artifacts.
impression.about the American
However, according to
way of life is that if you walk Allyn, the variety ends there.
out of your house in America, Soviet buildings are typically
you will immediately get all the same color, shape and
propositioned by a prostitute, size,making the streets look
get offered drugs and get drab.
mugged. Russians view their
The collectivism of Russia is
country as a safe, qui~t place to · deeply imbedded in the
live, unbothered by the ••sins" peoples' way of life. According
-of capitalism.
to _Allyn, there is a popular
Most of this is due to drink called KBAC which is

sold from the back of a truck.
••you wait in line, take the
cup from the person in front of
you, the vendor washes it with
soapy water, fills it, you drink,
and then pass it to the person
behind you." The same holds
true with soft drinks. The
person stands at the machine,
drinks it right there, and hands
the cup to the next person.
But the people don't mind,
says Allyn.
"They feel as though they are
working and living for the
common good. Anyone who
disrupts this way of life is a
traitor, like the dissidents nd
defectors. They feel a deep
pride in their heritage."
"Only fifty-percent of the
Russian people are Russian, "
says Allyn. •'The other half
comes from Mongolia,
Georgia, Estonia and a number
of other places. There's a lot of
racism. If you 're not pure
Russian, you 're looked down
upon."
Another aspect of Russia
which Allyn said he found
particularly interesting was the
way they kept the memory of
WWII alive. Unlike the U.S.,
some of the biggest battles of
WWII were waged •'right in
their own backyards", says
Allyn.
"It seems that there isn't a
person around who didn't lose
someone in that war. There are
reminders of it everywhere. The
Russian people know war _
firsthand, and they are terrified
of it."
At the close of the slide show,
Allyn went on to discuss someof his feelings on U .S.-Soviet
relations. He said both the U.S.
and Russia serve important
purposes in the scheme of
things. He also said, there has
to be more to life than
everybody just trying to get
what they want all the time. In
Russia, they are all working
toward one thing. They all have
a common goal."

MUB dry for three hours
The water supply to the Memorial Union Building will be_
shut off for a period of three hours startmg at I :30 p.m. today.
This shutdown will allow woFkmen to tie in a new water line
to the building. It will affect all hot and cold water including
toilets, fountains, and sinks.

ROTC food drive
The Arnold Air Society, an Air Force ROTC organization, is
holding a food drive Saturday, Nov. 20 and Sunday, Nov.21
from noon to 4p.m. in the Burger King parking lot. The food
collected will be donated to the Ecumenical Food Pantry,
which gives to the needy.
Burger King has donated 250 french fry coupons to be
givt:n to the first donors.

Corrections
President Evelyn Handler's comments concerning
custodial services were incorrectly reported in Tuesday's
paper. President Handler said she'd received support that the
services not be contracted out.
A photo on page two of Tuesday's paper incorrectly
identified th·e subject. Shown in the photo was Ann Turner.

Cool clouds
WEATHER - Today it will be cloudy with a little sun in the
afternoon. Temperatures will be in the low to mid 40's.
Tonight will be partly cloudy. The outlook for Saturday is
partly sunny skies and milder temperatures in the 50's.

National president visits Chi 01nega
The Mu Alpha Chapter of
Chi , Omega · Sorority was
honored to receive a visit from
their National President, Mrs.
Kirk Bell Cocke, during her
tour of the northeast.
The sisters hosted a
reception for Mrs. Bell Cocke
at their house, followed by a
buffet luncheon at the New
Engla_nq Center.
Mrs. Bell Cocke presented
an award to a Chi Omega
alumna, Mrs. Ada Lundholm, ,
in appreciation for her fifty
years of service to the Mu
Alpha Chapter.
.
Shown in the photo at right
are, from left to right, Judith
Hasen, advisor; Mrs. Kirk Bell
C~cke, national president; Ada
Lundholm, award recipient;
and Kelli Hunter, president of
the Mu Alpha Chapter of Chi
·
Omega at UNH.
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By Patty Adams

Abortions may become decision of the woman, not the passed, according to Breslauer.
illegal if Congress passes the government, feel the Hatch . This is because in the 1980
lead to elections, fewer Pro-choice
proposed Hatch amendment to amendment
the Constitution in January, confusion and chaos. $Upporters were elected into
said Claudia Robinson , a ••contraceptives would become offices, she said.
The film also addressed the
second semester sophomore illegal...and there wquld be no
from Richardson House, the exceptions for legal abortions," paradox that the Right of Life
political interest mini-dorm. said Robinson. This means that people call themselves pro-life
Robinson presented a rape, incest, and cases of yet the majority . of this
program last week to increase · detected fetal deformities conservative group favor
the -awareness of the battle : would . not be reasons for capital punishment. Also, the
Right to Life people have
between Pro-choice and Pro- · abortion.
The Pro-life side feels that a attacked the March of Dimes
life factions.
With the aid of Jill Louise person exists at conception and because of its research on birth
Breslauer from the Women's has to be protected. Thus·, defects and use of AmniosentiCenter, Robinson chose the certain types of contraceptives, sis, a genetic abnormality
abortion issue for her dorm such as the pill and IUD which detector.
Pro-lifers were already
project because she feels prevent the zygote from being
"abortion is a very important concepted, are considered successful in 1977 in
"~ilPnt a hortt>r<~ "
· issue and few people act11a lly
pn"11~ciing Con2ress to pass
The film ••so Many Voices: a the Hyde Amendment which
know what's going on."
The Hatch amendment look at Abortion in America" denies medicaid funds to poor
sponsored by the Pro-Life was shown as part of women for abortions, said
faction, is an attempt to give Robinson's presentation. and Robinson. Guadelupe Gonzalez speaking-at UNH. (Carolyn Blackmar
gave the following figures:
The abortion issue was not
the constitution the option to
photo)
- prohibit abortion. The right of -One in IO women have had an taken to Congress through
referendums, and therefore
abortion -is not currently abortion.
secured by the Constitution, -19% of a national survey what Senators think may not
believe abortion should remain represent the majority view,
said Robinson.
according to speakers last
If the Hatch amendment is legal.
passed, it would reverse the -13% feel abortion should be Monday night.
Breslauer is working with
_ I973 Supreme Court decision illegal.
that abortion should stay legal. -64% feel abortion should be NARAL (National Abortion
legal in certain circumstances. Rights Action League) to
••states could then decide
While the majority of people "reach out to communities and
they are now, the -U .S~ will whether to make abortion
By Dave Andrews
polled were Pro-choice, there is get people (pro-choice) to
There- has been no become more and more legal," said Robinson.
still a good chance that the
Pro-choice advocates-those
improvement in human rights involved," Gonzalez said.
who believe abortion is the Hatch amendment wUI be ABORTIONS, page 4
"It is becoming very clear
in El Salvador over the last few
months and probably will not that step by step, the process is
· be in the future, a representa- becoming like Vietna~.""
tive of El Salvador's
Democratic Revolutionary
Government said Monday.
Speaking to about 60 people
.in Hamilton . Smith Hall,
international women in Smith idea was considered by - international women in Smith,
Guadelupe Gonzalez, one of By Robin Peters
and
the men in Sawyer." This Residential Life and there was to Carol Bischoff, director of
five FDR representatives in the
Two resolutions passed by
would preserve Smith as an all no consultation of Smith Hall Residential Life. Sixty _three
U.S., stressed her belief that the the Student Senate recently are
residents _o n the issue before the girls signed the proposal.
female dorm.
problems in Central America, an ·attempt to strengthen the
"I just got a letter back
Another suggestion was decision was handed down by
particularly Nicaragua and El role of the Senate in
dispersal throughout Area I, J. Gregg Sanborn, dean of saying that the proposal
Salvador, could not be solved Residential Life's decision
with a central locale where student affairs, on Tuesday. _ wouldn't be acceptable," said
through military action.
rnaking process.
Andrea Johnson, an active Johnson.
international students could
After a film called "From the
The first resolution stresses
Ashes" depicting life in post- the importance of student- congregate.
resident of Smith, sent a copy SEN_A TE, page 17
According to Burns, neither of the proposal to house only
revolution Nicaragua was goverment's role on campus,
shown, Gonzalez said sending and demands that the Senate be
military aid to El Salvador is a included in all decisions
mistake that is costing the affecting any changes in
Salvadorian people many lives Residence Halls.
and resources.
Students ••need to be a part
"The U.S. government is of the decisions that ultimately
By Patricia O'Dell
giving more and more aid to the affect us," said Student Body
When Instructor Steve
Salvadorian government," President Karen Johnson.
Warren started the UNH
Gonzalez said. "We think the
She said University
Karate club in 1980, there were
American government is not administrators need an
nine members. About seventyhelping our country."
occasional "tap on the
Gonzalez, who is opposed to shoulder" to remind them of five people turned out at the
beginning of this semester.
. the present government in El that.
Salvador, cited the recent
There are fifty members left.
Senator Mimi Burns said
•• A lot drop because of the first
invasion of _Nicaragua by this first resolution was not
American trained paramilitary directed at the Smith Hall
few classes," Warren explains.
•They tend to be a little rough."
troops and the ongoing controversey, but that it should
Those that remain are
constructiGn of a military base be applied in a broader sense,
dedicated, enough so they are
for more American troopi to be CC~':erning all Residential Life
willing to raise the money
housed in Hondoras as decisions. themselves in order to go to
examples of American
Accord.ing to Burns, itSiti!!Jl
interference.
becomes an internationai ' cm:n~~!i!ions up and down the
"Central America is passing dorm, at least ·three potential
East Coast.
Though the Karate Club
through a period that is very proposals to change dorm_
receives funding through the
important," she said. "Centrai focus exist in order to · make
Recreational Sports office,
American people are like adequatt mom for female
they didn't get any money for
people in the U.S. We want housing.
competiiiom, this year. "Since
peace, but it's hard not to fear
••The Senate should have the
another invasion of Central opportunity for input on all of
we didn't know about the .
America."
competitions, that wasn't in
these decisions," she said.
our budget," explained
"It will be a war nobody
Burns' second resolution
wants," she added.
Fundraising Chairman Rene
specifically opposed ResidenPresently the U.S. is sending tial Life's plan to convert Smith
Jewett. The club has included
military aid and advisors to El Hall to an International House.
three trips in next year's budget
Salvador on the condition that The resolution states that there , proposal.
periodic reviews fail to reveal are other alternatives to be
In the meantime, club
any human rights violations.
considered which could be . members have decided to raise
According to Gonzalez, the more beneficial to both the
the money for competitions on
-number of civilians killed by University and the Internatheir own. To do so, they have
the government troops declines tional Students.
held several bake sales. Other
slightly before each review only
plans include showing Kung
"Right now there are several
to skyrocket as soon as more suggestions," reported Burns.
Foo movies and selling
KARA TE page 6
- The Karate Club is working to increase its membenhip. (Alan -•
aid is received.
"One which Smith Hall
'
_Kamman photo)
"If things keep _goin~ like supports is a plan to put the

will

Gonzalez says nrllitary
action not the answer
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the railing and jumped in the
river on the east side of the
bridge.
.
· ''I was finishing up runmng
and was going to the gym," he
said. "It was about 6:30 and I
ran by a woman about twenty
five years old with short red
curly hair."
"She · was standing looking
over the bridge and crying. She
was all upset. I don't know why
I stopped but I turned b~ck
before I got to the gym. It Just
didn't seem right. It w~s a gut
feeling." Morton said the
woman, -about 5'4" tall and of
medium build, stood there a
little longer and then cl_im_h~~

up on the bridge and jumped
, off.
He took off his sweatpants
and shirt and dove into the
river after her.
"She was yelling 'Leave me
alone. -1 want to die'," he said.
"When she first jumped jn~ she
looked like she· wanted: to kill
herself. I had to pull her by her
hair against the current. But
afterwards she didn't seem to
want to do it. She s.e emed
almost in shock."
After police arrived, Morton
collected his clothes, headed
for the gym where he took a hot
shower and went home.

--ABORTION-(continued from page 3)

If you have at least two years of college left, they·can be over
$6,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and Army ROTC
at the same time, you earn two incomes-over $100 a month
as a Reservist, and $100 a month as an ROTC Cadet. You graduate
from ROTC a second lieutenant and continue in the Reserveas an Army officer. It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program. By joining the Army Reserve now, you can take your
paid initial entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for
Advanced ROTC programs ·a t over 800 colleges, universities,
and cross-enrollment schools. If you'd like to learn more, stop by
or call.

vote." She said only four or five
people on campus are really
interested and involved in the
abortion battle.
Monday night there were
eleven people present for
Robinson's program; she said .
she had "done handmade
posters and they were torn

down."
If you value the freedom of
choice, it is up to you to get
active, tell . people what is
happening and write to
Congressmen, stressed
Robinson and Breslauer. For
more information stop in at the
Women's Center.

Attention Men!
We are now carrying
men's clothing at

".i f the occasion is special
the gift should be too"

17 Ceres St
Portsmouth, N.H.
( across from the tugs)

436-8383
open daily

Another l\lacro Polo@: Production

ARfflY RESERVE.
-

.
Available at:

Drs. Alie & Menard
o ·p tometrists
U.S. Army Recruiting Station
5 Locust Street
Dover, NH 03820
. 749-0411

Call 692-5894 or 742-5719
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 9-5 p.m.
·
Sat 9-12 Dover only
Jenkins Court
Durham·

476 Central Ave
Dover

. ...
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,--------------HOUSING~---( continued from page 1)

Mestenhauser ·sa1d.
Yet he also said that "just by
lumping pe.opfe together
somewhere is not going to do
it." Foreign students differ as
much from each other as they
do from Americans, he said.
Mestenhauser said having
foreign students on campus
provides challenges, but gives
all students a better
opportunity for education.
Citing experiences from his ·
own university and others he
has worked with,Mestenhauser
said althoug many American
students know why they don't
like living with .foreign
students, they can't understand
· that foreign students have ·
complaints about them as well.

Cross-culture workshops how much the foreign students
can prepare both foreign and can teach them" he said, both
American students to live about foreign cultures and their
together, he said American . own
Mestenhauser met with
students fear foreigners will be
"anti-American", according to University officials and student
groups Wednesday and
Mestenhauser.
While he backed a mixture in Thursday, according to
dorms of American and foreign International Student Advisor
students living together, Marissa Chorlian. He is
Mestenhauser said it's scheduled to leave today.
He met with President
important that there be more
Evelyn
Handler, deans, faculty
Americans; even a half and half
mixture would make most members, students, and
Americans feel-as if they were residential life and admissions
officials, she said.
in a minority, he said.
Mestenhauser escaped
Mestenhauser cited several
classroom and dormitory Czechoslovakia as a young
conflicts which were solved by man, and worked in the U.S. as
discussions and .workshops. a ski instructor before studying
"American students realized as a foreign student himself,
_:Chorlian said.
·
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CALENDAR
FRIDAY, November 19
DEADLINE: Last day for PhD. dissertation defense for December
graduation.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Minn-Duluth. Snively Arena. 7 p.m.
2ND ANNUAL STUDENT TALENT SHOW: MUB PUB.8 p.m.
50¢. UNH ID/ proof of age required. Continues Nov. 20.
JAPANESE DANCE LECTURE{-DEMONSTRATION:
Arawana Hayashi. a teacher at the Institute of Contemporary Dance
in Boston, will present the program on B u g a k u ~ n e s e
Court Dancing. Sponsored by the dance division of the Theater and
Communication Department. Hennessy Theater. Paul Creative ·
Arts Center, 8 p.m. General $3; $2 for season ticket holders. Tickets
available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office. 862-2290. and at the
door.

SATURDAY, November 20
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Northeastern. Field House,l p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. West Point. Field House, 2 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Minn-Duluth. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
. 2ND ANNUAL STUDENT TALENT SHOW: Mub Pub, 8 p.m.
50¢, UNH/proof of age required.
CONTRADANCE: With Swallowtail. Sponsored by UNH
Country Dances. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m.
$2.50. :Oeginners welcome--:lU d:lnce~ t:lught Ple~4-f"

shoes.

ADD

.

WP~r

4-oft-cmled

-

SUNDAY, November 21
MUSO FILM: ·•cocktail Molotov". (Diane Kurys). Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
MU B PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing your
reque-sts and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
50¢. UN H / proof of age required.

TENYEARS
TOYOUR
THINK•.

MONDAY, November 22
AMLL FILM: ••Rocco and His Brothers" (Luchino Visconti).
Room 110, Murkland. 7 p.m. $1.
_
JOHN IRVING READING: The novelist will read excerpts from
his next novel. ·•cider House Rules." Sponsored by the UNH
Distinguished Alumni Seminar Series. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Attendance is limited to 800.

The environment at MITRE is years ahead of what others consider the state-ofthe-art.

TUESDAY, November 23

As General Systems Engineer for C3 1 - Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence - for the U.S. Air Force's Electronic Systems Division, it is our
challenge to look beyond tomorrow to the world of 5 or 10 years from now. To
analyze and engineer one-of-a-kind systems that will be more than current well
into the 1990s.

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century: and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Dec. 8. Monday-Wednesday,_ IO a.m.-4 p.m.:
Thursday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday ·and Sunday 1-5 p.m.: closed
Fridays and University holidays.
AMLL FILM: ··Rocco and His Brothers" (Luchino Visconti).
Room 303, James. 4 p.m. $1.

The importance of our work is why we provide an environment you can do your
best in. You'll work with some of the most accomplished experts in iheir fields.
You will be challenged by long- and short-term projects in computer systems,
systems software, systems architecture, radar systems, and satellite and terrestrial transmission. Engineers you'll be working with can advance your career a
decade in technologies including fiber-optics, computer security, sensor
technology and voice recognition.
Your excellence is nurtured in every way possible at MITRE. Faeilities,
compensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people. Full tuition advancement plus an ongoing in-house lecture series from the unique MITRE Institute to promote your continued education. Plus exceptional project mobility
and dual career pathing to get you where you want to be, doing what you do best.
If you would like 10 more years' wisdom MITRE. We've got the environment for it.

without the wrinkles -

come to

University of New Hampshire Interviews
Wednesday, December 8, 1982
MITRE will be conducting campus interviews Wednesday, December 8, 1982.
Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if you are a BS, MS, or
Ph.D. candidate in:

Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics
Contact your placement office to _see if MITRE will be visiting your campus.
or send your resume to Phillip Hicks at The MITRE Corporation,
Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730.
U.S. Citizenship required. MITRE is an equal opportunity employer actively
seeking applications under its affirmative action program.

THE
ENVIRONMENT
TODOWHAT

W>UDOmST.

MITRE ·

5C
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CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450

Th• UNH Bookatore la plwed to announce
NEW HOLIDAY 8HOPPING HOUll8

8-5:30 Mon.-Frl.

10-4:30 Saturdayr@
Why pay full .prtc~ and waste gas?

v

25000 tltles at 20% off 11st price

OPEN FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AFTER THANKSGIVING

The Graduate School announces

$300 TUITION SCHOLARSHIP FOR
PART-TIME GRADUATE DEGREE
STUDENTS
for
Spring Semester 1983
Deadline for Application is December 3, 1982 ·
Application forms are available at
_ the Graduate School, Hprton Social Science Center.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- _,·
weekly throughout the academic year, Our offices are located in Room 151 '
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Durham.- N.H. 03824. Business .
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
S18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham.NH 03824. Advertisers should
-check their ads the first day. The New Hampshirt will in no case be
i:esponsible for typographical or other errors. but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears. if . aoJifaed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to Tlw New
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH. Durham. NH.03824. 11.000copiesperissue
Tribune.
Biddeford Maine.
·
printed
by Journal
.
.
.
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(continu~om page 3)

ACADEMIC

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

ADDITIONAL ENGLISH COURSES-. SEMESTER II LITERARY TOPICS:
595A-Sec. I Imagining the Present: Introduction
to literary study through the writings of the last
decade. Mc Lindberg. Mondays and Wednesdays.
Room 141. Hamilton Smith. I to 2:30 p.m.
5958-Sec. 1 Advocacy Journalism: Study of
journalists who take sides. Contemporary
journalists will be considered. Mr. Merton.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Room 141, Hamilton
Smith, 9:30 to 11 a.m.
595C-Sec. I Introduction to Third World
Literature: Course will consider some of the
literature to come out of the Third World since the
end of colonialis_m. Cesaire. Wolcott, Achebe.
Naipaul. Garcia Marquez ('82 Nobel Prize
Winner). Mr. Siddall, Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays. Room 139. Hamilton Smith. 11 a.m. to
noon. DIJON PROGRAM: Sponsored by French Dept.
Anyone interested in going to Dijon next year
should pick up application and conditions form in
Room ro2. Murkland trom Kathy betore leavmg
for Thanksgiving.
LIBERAL ARTS ADVISING CENTER
PRESENTATION: .. What Could I Do With A
Major in English?". Tuesday. Nov. 23. Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union. I to 2 p.m.
ATHLETICS & RECREATION
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL AND LACROSSE
ORGANIZATION MEETINGS: Sponsored by
Women's Athletics. All students interested in
trying out for the women's softball and lacrosse
teams please report to the Field House Conference
Room at 3:30 p.m. on Monday. Dec. 6.
CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students who
find it difficult to schedule regualr appointments.
Monday. Nov. 22. Balcony Table. Memorial
Union, I :30 to 3:30 p.m.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Written jobgetting communication techniques. Monday. Nov.
22. Forum Room. Library. 6 p.m.

SKI CLUB'S JAY PEAK TRIP SIGN-UPS:
Tuesday, Nov. 23. Balcony Table. Memorial
Union, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sign up and deposit for
Dec. 3-5 trip.
,.
_G REAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday.
Nov. 23. Strafford Room. Memorial Union. 4:30
to 7 p.m.
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
ONGOING FEMINIST SUPPORT GROUP:
Sponsored by Counseling & Testing and Women's
Center. Mondays. Women's Center. Room 134.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m. For more information
call Jo-Ellen Yale 862-2090.
GENERAL
HETZEL HALL DANCE-A-THON FOR N.H.
KIDNEY FOUNDATION: Registration packets
available at area desks: MU B or contact Kim or
Terri. Room 20:1. Het1.t:! Hall z- rn I I. Dance to oe
held Feb. 4. 5. and 6.
STUDENT JOB BOARD: A student Job Board
has been developed and is located outside the
MU B Cafeteria. Information is posted for students
about jobs available in Durham and the Sea Coast
Area and how to apply for them. Potential
employers may call 862-1524 from 8:30 to 4:30.
Monday thru Friday. for more information.
PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES SEMINAR: William
LeoGrande. with the 'Council on Foreign
Relations. will descuss U.S. Policy in Central
America. Friday. Nov. 19. 1925 Room. Alumni
Center, 4 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES
STUDENT MEETING: To plan Christmas blood
drive. Monday. Nov. 22. 12 Dover Road. Durham.
(next to Exxon Station) 7 p.m. Anyone interested
come or call 868-2753.
DISARMAMENT DISCUSSION: Pros and cons
of stopping the arms race. Sponsored by Eileen
Zornesk . Ric ardson House. Gain insight into
issue of nuclear disarmament from a participant in
June 12 rally in New York City. Monday. Nov.22.
Richardson House Lounge. 9 p.m.

~ecorated hockey pucks at the including kumite, or sparring,
and kata, which Jewett
games.
Bake sales paid their way to describes as a "formal
their' first competition ·, - at exercise.'' with "prearranged
UMass. It will also send them pattern and form."
to Baltimore to .compete at ·
John Hopkins -this weekend.
Though everyone enjoys the
At UMass, club ·members . competitions. they aren'tthe
competed against eight other major goal of the Karate Club.
schools. With only four days .. Competition is secondary,"
notice, Jewett admits "We says Warren. The major goal of
weren't really prepared f.Pr that karate is, as it has been for
one:··
- centuries. "perfecting the
Because it is a smail clu·b, character of the people who
they were ·unable to compete in participate."
all events. There are several.

Announcing the Opening:

LADY I THE TRAMP
11 Breed ooa and cat aroomtna
: Professionally schooled groomer & UNH grad.
. All services from defleaing to hand stripping and
Hot Oil Dry Skin Therapy
. Show style or creative trims
659-5274
IO min. from UN H in Lee

DECEMBER
SPECIAL
('til Dec. 31st)

EAR
DY K

OT ONE
R E NE D

MU~O FILM SERIES PROUDLY PRESENTS .....

COCKTAIL
MOLOTOV

at

Norman's Hair
Stylists
in Durham

$5 off on all Pennst
$2 off on all haircut/blow dry
Th e time
.
. M ay 1968, after a fight with her mother, Anne runs away with two boys to Venice,
is.
where they mte~d to hop an Israel-bound frieghter. Over the radio, they learn that a revolution
has broken out m the Pa~is th.~y_just left. Their car and money stolen, these three rolling stones
spend ~ost of the _film h1tchh1kmg across strike-paralyzed France in an attempt to reach the
revolut10n before 1t ends without them.

Sunday, November 21
Strafford Room MUB
7:00 & 9:30" p.m.
Admission: $1

Norman's Hair Stylists
Ballard St. Durham
868-2231

~SS:AULTS-·

C
5

t l't_

(continued from page ·1) · ·

-

·

Two minutes later, the car
follows. Only this time, another .
man is also in the car. They stop
and the driver says, "Get her."
His companion, a tall,
blond-haired man, jumps out
as Marie runs across the street.
He chases her, bunhenHstops.
, It's broad daylight.
*****
June 1982. Ifs 8, but still
light outside.
A friend drops Karen off at
Spaulding Life Science Center,
and he asks her if she'd like him
to wait for her and drive her
home. She says _no; she doesn't
want to bother him.
She '11 be alright.
On her way home, she is
walking behind Murkland Hall
when someone pushes her from
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The New Hampshire
Room 108 MUB
Deadline Nov. 22

29 MAIN STRE! T OUR-MAM,N.H. 8& 1•'7051

Variety is the Spice of Life
at

Young's Resturant &.Coffee Shop
48 Main St

Durham, N.H:

From breakfast till lunch and thru dinner
you can enjoy over I 00 selections from our menu.
l hese selections are served promptly and pleasantly
by our most competant and experienced staff.

behind. She falls to the grouncJ,

and her -unseen attacker falls
with her.
Before he lands, she rolls out
from underneath him and kicks
his leg. She gets up and runs
before he can grab her.
There are no footsteps
running after her, but still she
doesn't stop until she reaches
Main Street where other people
are around.

At Young's
Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,

.ar-------Ptome\ris_____

• EYES EXAMINED, GIASSES FITIED
• CONTACT LENSES:

*****

Lisa had dated a friend the
summer before and had quite a
crush op him. So naturally
when he now suddenly asks her
over for a drink, she's flattered.
At his house, they sit on the
-couch drinking and talking. He
.asks her if she'd like to see the
·rest of the · place, and she
accepts without reason to think
he's giving her a line.,·
~ In the bedroom, he grabs
her, throws her on the bed, and
pins her hands above her head.
She thinks it's a joke until he
doesn't let her go.
Screaming, she squirms as he
tries to rip off her shirt and then
unzip his own pants. With her
free hand; she grabs him by the
hair and yanks his head back.
Freeing herself, she runs to
her car and drives away.
• ****
A man stands unexpectedly
at her door. It's 2 and he's
drunk. Liz knows him fairly
weH and decides to let him in.
He falls on her bed as she
takes a seat in a nearby chair. Across the room, her
roommate is asleep.
·
All of a sudden, he grabs her
and pulls her onto the bed,
where he begins to rip her shirt
open. He pulls down her pants.
As she squirms beneath him,
he undoes his own pants.
Her roommate wakes up and
-says, "I know something's
going on over there. I'm giving
you three minutes to get out of
here."
He leaves.

* no obligation-free ih-office trial
* 90 day l00% refundable fee
* "Extended wear" lenses available

- You enjoy fast & friendly service in a
relaxing family atmosphere.-Soups, Chowders,
Beef Stew, Muffins, Pastries, All Homemade.

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
11 / 17 / 82 thru 11 / 23 / 82
served 6:00am- l 1:30am ·
2 eggs, any style, toast,
homefries, butter apd jelly

__ye contact unlimi'-""-"________.
• Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM ·

123 Marke~_Street, i_n .t~e Old Jfarl>or Oistrict
Portsmouth, NH 0380t
(603r436-1200

99¢

------------------------------B:uy one hamburger at regular price
second one at half price.
From 4:30pm-7:()0pm-~20% off
on all dinners.

HOLIDAY SEASON
SPECIAL

AT THE UNH BOOKSTORE

20°/o OFF

* * * *,* .

What all these stories have in
common is sexual harassment .
with intent to rape. These UNH
women were lucky enough to
get away.
Some aren't so lucky.
In the Annual Edition 82-83
Social Problems, it is estimated
that every seven minutes a
woman is being raped in this
country. But because so many
incidents of rape and sexual
assault go by unreported actual
figures aren't available.
According to Nancy
Schroeder, from Dean of
Students Office, assaults occur
more than rapes. But she says
she's not interested in__playing
ASSAULTS, page 14

PAGE SEVEN

~

Every book not already
discOunted 20°/o
·I ncludes all new textbooks!
and profession-al .books
Used texts are 2 9% off
Offer good Nov. 22-Dec. 23

PAGE EIGHT
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c ~: Tfie c.F.INAL iEXA~ SCHED~LE has 1>e~~ ~distrfo.uted to• ii Tl -a~ademic d~partm~n:ts , Qn i,eampl!~•: Tbt ~,chedu}e~wil 1 a so be 1
available at the following. locations: ·
, . ,. r· -l ·J •. ;.~
,
Registrar's Office, Basement. T-Hall
Commuter/Transfer Center. MUB
Mub Information 0e'sk
L.A. Advising Center. Murkland Hall
WSBE Advising Center, McConnell Hall
Dean's Office, Health Studies, Hewitt Hall
Dean's Office, E&PS, Kingsbury Hall
Dean's Office, LS&A, Taylor Hall
Reference Desk, Library
Reserve Desk, Library
Loan Desk, Library
Area I Service Desk, Stoke Hall
Area II Service Desk, Devine Hall
Area III Service Desk, Christensen Hall
Classes that meet after 7:00 pm on Monday/Wednesday or Tuesday/Thursday have been assigned an exam slot during their
regular class time ri~ Wednesday, December 16 and Thursday December 17.
Your instructor will inform yot, cf the room and building in which your exam will be held.
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12/21
12 /2 l l G : 3 0- 12: 3 J - ::C uN 402
04*
12/2 2 l0!30-l2!3J
0 5 :;:
~CON 402
3:30- 5:30
12 /2 2
cC JN 402
36*
12/2 2 l C : 3 , - 12 : 3 0 :CON 4J2
•J7
1:00- 3:01)
12/20
EC JN 402
08*
12/15 CL l\SS TIME
09:::
::CON 402
3:30- 5:30 ECJN 402 1.0;':
12/21
12/20 10 :30-12:3 ,J
·:C-JN 402 11*
12:.':
12/2 2 10 :30-12:3J :C □ N 402
13 :::
12/~2 l C: H-12: 3 0
:C JN 4J2
12 /2 2 10:30-12:30 ECJN 402
14
3:3:J- 5:30 ':C JN 515
12/21
01
10:30-12:3')
12/21
f C 'JN 525
01*
a2 ~:
12/22 10:30-12!3) ~CON 525
1·:oJ3:oa
12/20
::CON 601
01
01 ;':
12/22 10:30-12:3:J :C-JN 605
3:30- 5:30 EC'JN 605
02 ~:
12/21
12/21 1 0 : 3 0- l 2 : 3 o· cC!JN 611
01
12/22 10:30-12:30 2CJN 611
02
12/21 l0!30-12:3J EC ON 615
01
3:30- 5:30 EC.JN 651
12/21
01
1:00- 3:00 ::CJN 752
12/2 l
01
12/2 2 10:30-12:3'.) :CON BB
01
1 : 0 0- 3 0 0 =CJN 925
12/21
01
3:30- 5 30 ECON 857
12/21
01
1:00- 3 00 ::CON 877
12/21
01
12/21 6:00- 8 OJ EDUC 700A 01
6:0J- 8 00 EOJC 700C 01
12/21
3:3a- s 30 EDUC 701A 03
12121
e :oJ-10 oo EDUC 703E 01
12121
12/22 10:30-12 30 EuUC 734
01
s:00-10 oo ':OUC 776
12/23
01
3:30- 5 30 :DUC 810
12/23
01

---·--. .-. -. ~--· -·--------.... .-..- -....,~ . . ,_.__lr·~ -- ~

12/21
1212 l

12/16

3:30- 5:Jo
1 :oo- 3:oo
6: 0 J- 8: 0 0
:L 4SS TI''1E
6:0:J- a:oo
:LASS TIME

12/21

e 00-10:oc

12/21

12/22
12/15
12/21
6:oo- a:o:J
12/22
6:oo- a:o'l
12/21
6: 0 o.- 8: 0 0
12/21
6:oo- a:oo
12/22 - 6: 0 0- 8: 0 C
12/22 - 6: 0 J- 8: 0 0
12/22
6:oo- a:oo
12/21 6 • co- a: o o
12/21
e 00-. 10:00
12/20
a 01J-10:oo
12/2 2
1 00- 3:00
12/22
l 00- 3:00
12/21
8 00-10:00
12/23
12/21

12/20
12/21

12/23
12/2 3
12/21

12/21

3 30- 5:30
1 0 0- 3: 0 0
1 01)- 3: 0 0
3•3~- 5:30
10 30-12!30
10 30-12:3J
3
3

3Q-

5:3'.)

3J- s:JJ
3 J- l 2: 3 J
30-12:3Q
oo- 3:00
30- 5:30
00-10:00
OJ- 3:00

12/20 l O
12/2 l lC
12/21)
1
3
12/23
6
12/2 2
l
12/22
12/22
3 3 a- s: 3 n
12/23 10 Jl-12•30
12/23 10:30-12 3J
12/2 2 10:30-12 30
12/2 2 1: oa- 3 o o
1212 3 3: 30- 5 3 0
3: 3 0- 5 3 u
12/22
1212 3 10!3~-12 30
12/2 3 ... 0:30-12 30
12/22 10:30-12.3J
12/22 . 1:00- 3:00
3:30- 5:30
12/23
12121 1c•30-12:30
12/20
1 OJ- 3!00
e 00-10:00
12/23
8 00-10:00
12/23
1 O·J- 3:00
12/21
3 30- 5:30
12/23
6 OJ- 8!0 'J
12/22
12/21 10 3•J-12:30
12/20
1 0 0- 3 0 -J
e.oO-lOOJ
12/2 3
l 2 /2 3
8 =~0-10 00
1: QI)- 3 0 0
12121
3:305 30
12/23
6 C_;J - 8 0 0
12/22
12/22 lC 30-12 30
1 0 0- 3 C 0
12/20
l O0-- 3 0 0
12/20
1 00- 3 0 0
12/22
l OJ- 3 00
12/2 3
12/23
l 00- J.OC
12/21
3 30- 5:3::,
12/21
1 oa- 3:00
12/2 0 lC 30-12:30
s:00-10:oJ
12/22
12/23
3 : 3 0- 5: 3 0
a : on- 10: o o ·
12/20
12/22
a:00-10:0:l
8 : 0 J- l C: 0 0
12/21
1:oJ- 3:o'J
12/2~
12/16 CLlSS TI"'tE
1 :oo- 3:00
12/21
12/15 CLASS TIME 12115 CL.lSS TIME
12/15 CLASS T.!:'1E
3:31)- 5:30
12/23
3:30- 5:30
12/2 2
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:DUC 822

01
01

~N:;L

Ol*

:OUC 834
:O'.JC 8'33

n

S05

cNGL 505
:NGL 513
ENJL 513

02*
01*

02*

.01
01 :::

:NjL 5!5

2NuL . 519
=~t GL 519 "'

02

=NGL 519

03

ENGL 533

01
02
01

. ::NGL 657

I)~

06:',:

:NGL 519
~Nt;L 533
:NGL 657
::N~L 657

02

:NGL 719
~NGL

ENGL
:N';L
~N~L
:NTC

Jl
Jl
. 01
01
01
01

744

770

782

733
400
::NTO 402
::NTO 5~3
ENTO 705

01
01
01
01
01

:NTO 709
i:NTO 720
':SCI 401.
:SCI 5Jl
ESCI 502
i:SCI 502

:SCI
=SCI
:SCI
-= SCI

01
01

01*
02*
01
01
01
01

512
561

614
734
~sc-1 74l
c SCI 754:T
633
:T
637
:T
641
:T
6'+5

ET

674

:T

677
690

=T

ET

ET .

01
01
01

n

01
01

01

01
01

675

695A

~ORS 423

01
01
01
01

Foqs 634
-737

FORS 745

1
.) 1 :::
03*
04*

FO~S 753
,= R~N 401

f)

FREN 401
FREN 401

FRtN 401

05
01 *
02*

FR=N 501
FR.:N 501
FR:N 501

OZ*

FREN 501
FR=N 501
. FR:N 501
~REN

5J3

~REN 503

S:REN 503
FRE"N 503
FREN 5J3

~~EN 504
FREN 504
FREN 514

FREN 790

~EN
GE~
';EN

·705
771

802
GEOG 401

04*
05*

GEJG 401

GEOG 401

GEOG 473
GEOG 473
GEJG 512
:;eJG 513
;eoG 584

';E!JG HO

,;e~M 401A

401A
401.\

401A
401A
4016

GEilM 501
GE~M 503
G~l1M 503
GERM 503
GERM 525
GERM 631
,ERM ns

~REK 401

. GREK 503
HAD
621

ttAP

701

HAP

721

HAP
HAP

723
7 34

HAP

704

n

01*
02*
03*
04*
05*
01
01
01*
02*
03*
01
01

n

01
01
01

,Jl
01

72~
752

525

rlEC

553

527

1-iEC
iiEC.

671
6B

:iEC

773

ti=':
'1E:

01
01
01

11
01
01

451

~EC

02*

575
626

"1EC

"1EC

J1

02*
03*
04*
05*
01 *

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

:-iE:

~EC

06*

01*
02*
03*
04*
05*
01*
02*
01
01
01
01
· 01

i'.iEOG 401
GEOG 401

GERM
GERM
GERM
GERM
GERM

01
01

n

FO~S 527
FORS· 629

Foqs

01

:-tIST 403

1-ilST 403

tHST 403

~usr 403
fiIST 4 t) 3
HIST 403

n

01

01
02
03
I) 4

05
06

1,2121 · 3: 3 )- 5
3. • 3 !)- S
12/2 3
3 3 o- 5
l .212 3
12/22
e c,-10
12122
8 00-10
12/'20 3 :n- .s
12/20 3 3 J- 5
12/22 1C n-12
12/23
3 31- 5
' l!2~ 2 f -1 3 ! 30- S

12121
12/23
12122
12/22
12/22
12/20
12/21
12/21
12/22
12/22
12/22
12/22
12120
12120
12/21
12/20
12/22
12/22
12/2 J
12/21
12/23
12/23
12/21
12/22
12/21
12/21

12/22

12/20
12/21
12/21
12/20
12/ 2 ·J
12/22
12/21
12/21
12/22
12121
12121·
12/22
12/20
12/22
12/20
12/21
12/20
. 12121
12/2 3
12/23
12/22
12/23
12/23
12/23
12/23

12/23

12/23
12/23
12123
12/23
12/23
12/23
12/21
12121
12/21
12/20
12/20
12/21
12/22
12/21
12/21
12121
12/22
12122
12/23
12/23
12121
12/22
12/21
12121
12/21
12/21
12/21
12/21
12121
12/16
12/22
12/21

12/21
12/21
12/22
12/22
12/22
12/2 3
12/21
12/21
12/21
12/2J
12/21)
12/23
12/21
12/22
12120
12115
12/21
12/2 l

12/2:)

12121
!.2/2 3
12/20
12/22
12/22
12/22
12/2 2
12123
12/21
12/~ 1
1°2121

3)
~

j

::! }

v:J

!1!)l

4J3
:1 I 5 T 4 • •
·iI:.~ 4F•

'1l~T 435
.· H5T 5:>7
HI 5T 521

~1
Jl
)l

n
!).1

12122
12 I : J
l 212 1
12120

3:30- 5:3J
1 : 0 ) - ~{ : ·J ·j
":t • 3 11.;. · ' -

.

~un ~11
A u :, !
:, T1

JI
il 2
01
02
01

5 1 "!
573
3:~J- 5:30
779
•l : 0 J - 3 : 0 J
5 0 5 . 0 t:::
1:oa- J!OJ
~URS 505 020
3:3J- 5:3J
~UQS 6~1
Jl
l O • 31- l 2 : 3 J
~ URS &. -J l C -.'12
. i 00 ~ 3·· ~.J ~
~U~S. . '6.Jl 'J 02 ~-H
1 O'l- 3 CD · NU~S 6HE 02
s 01-10 01 Nuqs 610J 02
8 OJ-10 OJ
~URS 610E J2
3 3J- s 3~
~u~s 621 01
10 30-12 3J
J T
400
~l*
l O~- 3 OJ
J T
510
01 ·
3 3)- 5 3J
J T
531
01
1 OJ- 3 00
J T 531 01
lC •.30-12 31
J T
633
01
s·oo-10 oo
Jr
697
01
lC 3J-12 3J PHEC 471
31*
lC 3J-12 3J
?H~C 471
02*
1 O~- 3 CC
?H~C 610
Jl*
10 30-12 31
?H~C 620
01
~ 3J- 5 30
OH~G 621
01
e 00-lC 00 ?HtO 621 02
10 30-12 3J
PHED 652 01
lC 30-12 30
?HED ~68
11
1t jJ-12:JJ
?Heo 031
01
10 30-12:30
?M:D 712 01
CLASS TI~E
PHEC 775 01
1:0J- 3!00
?HIL 401
02
3:3J- 5:3J
~HIL 401
03
lC:30-12:30
~~IL 401
04
e:o~-10·01
P"ll 401A 01
lQ:30-12 3J
PHIL 412
01*
10:30-12 3~
PHIL 412
02*
lC:3-0-1~ 30 PHIL 416
01
1C:3J-12 30
?HIL ' 417
01
s:oJ-10 00
PHIL 424 01
e:00-10 CO
PHIL 430
J2*

lioj-1~~~~

~; 1j

.:,

I

~usr
~U5I
~w RS

l212:
e:oJ-10:co
12123- 8:Q():_10·00
12121 10:3a-12 30
12122
s:o~-10 OJ
12122 . s:01-10 oo
12/20
1:0)- 3 00
12120
1:00- 3 OJ
12/20 10:)J-12 30
1 /2::2 I 1 !- Q 0- J O Q
127 22
1:0J- Joi
12122 , 1:oa- 3 oo
12122
1:oa- 3:oJ
12122
1:00- J:oo
12/2J 10:J:>-12:30
12/23
3:3J- 5!30
12122
UCO- 3:00
12122
e oo-1c:0J
12120
a o~-1c:0J
12/21
l 0)- 3:00
12/21
3 3~- 5:30
12121
6 co- a:-00
12/21
6 OJ- S:OJ
12/23 lC 31-12:33
12/ZJ
1 OJ- 3:0u
12/23 8 00-10:00
12/23
e OJ-10:00
12/2) 10 3-J-12:30
12121 1c.30-12:3J
12/Zl
1:01- J:oo
12122
1:00- 3:00
12/21
1:0~- 3:00
12/20 10:30-12:30
12121
3:3)- 5:30
12/2Z 10:30-12:30
12/22
8:0J-10:0)
12/20
3:3~- 5:3~
12/20
3:30- 5:30
12/21
3:30- 5:30
12/21 10:30-12:30
12/21
3:30- 5:30
12122
6:CJ- a:oo
12122
6:0J- a:oo
12/23 10:30-12:30
12122 1:00- J:OJ
1212~
6:CJ- s:oJ

12/22
')l
12 I 2 2
3 ;J
12/2~
01
3:) 1-HST 55~
12/22
01
JJ t-tIST SB
. 1 2 / 2 :!
11
3 0 ·HST 516
3 0 ~_.' Hin n,1.., °'i, .1 r 1212'.fl
12/ll
.Jl
10:30-12 3-J 1·HST 597
1212J
-UST 535 n
3:30- S 3J
12122
3:30- 5 3) t1IST 6S7 . J1
12121
Jl
6!00- 8 OJ :-HST 705
12/22
Jl
1:00- 3 C'J !'1IST 711
12/22
01
a:00-10 oo r1lil 715
12/22
01
3: 30, S 3 .) ·HST 719
')1
12/21
3:3-J- 5 3J rHST 761
12/2J
Jl
P: OJ- 10 0 J riIST ·763
12121
10: 30- 12 3 J "10Tl 403 ·01
Jl 12/21
E:00-10 OJ HOTL 655
12/20
01
s:oJ-10 oo HCTL 667
12/22
l O : 30- 12 3-0 ~~TL 700 01
12121
02
1:00- 3 OJ liU~A 501
12/21
01
3:3J- 5 30 r1YiJR 603
12121
01
s:o0-10 OJ HY:JR 705
Ii.NER 401 Oi
12/23
1: 00- 3 0 •)
12/22
01
IN=R 591
1
1
12,,z
01
IN=R 635
~
12/20
01
INER 701
10:3:J-12 30
12/16
INER 709
n
8: 00-10 0 0
12/22
INER 711
01
e:00-10 oo
12/2·1
ITAL 41)1
1:00- 3 00
12/22
02
ITAL 401
EJIOJ-10 OIJ
. 12/22
IT AL 5-03
n
1 : 0 ')- 3 0 0
0 l t.:
12/20
10:30-12 30 LA TN 4Jl
02 :::
12/20
LATN 401
10:30-12 30
12/23
03
10:30-12 30 LATN 401
12/21
LATN. SOl 01
1:0;)- 3 00
12/21
6:oo- a oo LATN 503 01
12/22
LING 505
10:30-12 30
01*
12/22
e:oo-1c OJ PHIL 430 03*
LI~G 505
1 : 0 o- 3 0 0
02*
._, E 441
12/22
&:OJ-lC 00 PHIL 430A 01
01
10:30-12 30
1 2 / 2 l l C : 3 i) ~ ·1 2 3 J
? H I L 4 3 0 A O2
Cl
3: 3 o- 5 3 0 M = 504
12/23 lC:30-12:JJ PHIL 430A 03
t:00- 3 OJ · M. E 508
01*
12/23 10:J0-12:3J ?~IL 430P 01*
1: 0 o- 3 0 0
ME
508
02*
121z2
01 .:::
M ... . 525
12/21
8 00-lO!OJ
PHrL 4~6
Ol
10:JJ-12 3~
12/20
12/21
6 00-10:00
PHIL 530 . 01
ME 525 02:C:
3:30- 5 30
12120
Mc::
527
01
12/21 lC 30-1~:30
PHIL 550 01
e:00-10 oo
12/20
Mc 527 02
12/21
3 30- 5•3J ?HIL 570 -01
1:00- 3 00
12121
1 : 0 J- 3 C:
12/21 lC 3J- ~ 2 3~
PHYS 4Jl
01
12/22
~ t-561 . () 1
10:30-12:30 M E 561
12/21 lC 3u-l2 3~
PHYS 406
01
12123
02
10:JO-lZ:30 M c
12120
e 01-10 a~ 0 Hvs •~7 01*
12/21
643
01
10:J0-12:30 Mc::
12/21
l 00- 3 0~ ~HYS 407 JZ*
12/21
691
01
1 :oo- 3:00
12/20 1 OJ- 3 00 °HYS 408
01
12121
ME 707 01
12/23 3 30- 5 30 ?HYS 505
01
12122
"'1 c
751
01
1 : 0 0- 3: 0 ~
12/20 10•3~-12 30 ~HYS 602
01
"1 ..
771
12/21
01
1 ·co- 3:o ·J
121'21
1 CO- 3 00
PHYS 605
01
12121
ME ,851 01
6 oo- a:o:>
12/21
6 OJ- 8 00
?HYS 702 01
12122
MATH 401
01
1 oo- 3:00
12/21
6 00- 8 00 PHYS 7J3
01
J2l21
MATH 402
01
1 00- 3:00
12/21
6 00- &:co PHYS 831
Jl
12122
"1ATH 405 01
1 00- 3:00
12/21
8 00-10:00
PHYS 839
Jl
12/22
MATH 420 01*
1 OJ- 3:00
1212 0
6 0 0- 6: 0 J PHYS 8 4 2
01
12/21
MATH 425
1 00- 3: 0 0
01*
12/23 10 30-12:30 PHYS 843
01
12/20
01
l 00- 3: 0 0 MATH 426
1212 3 1 0 J,- 3: 0 ·J · PHYS 8 6 5
01
12123
r-UTH 527
01*
3 30- 5:3 0
12/23 1.00- 3:00 PLSC 421
01
12/21
MATH 527 02*
3:30- s:30
12/20
1:00- 3:00 °LSC 421
02
12/22
01
MATH 528
3:30- 5:30
12/22
6:00-10:00 PLSC 427
01
12/22
t-tATH 528 02
3: 3J- 5: 3 0
12/2a
1:00- 3:00 PLSC 535
01
03
MATH 528
12120
3!30- 5:30
12/21
3:30- 5!30 ?LSC 566
n · 12123
MATH 531A 01
3:JJ- 5:30
12/22 1c:30-12:3a ?LSC 606
~l
MATH 531a 01
12/21
3 :JO- 5!30
12/23 10:30-12:30 PLSC 607
01
MATH 531C 01
12/20
3:30- 5!30
12/22 10:30-12:30 ?LSC 653
01
MATH 531C 02
12/22
10 30-12:30
12/23 10!30-12:30 ?LSC 705
01
~-1ATH 636 6 01
12/20
1 00- 3: 0 0
.MATH 636C 01
12/23 10:30-12:30 ?LSC 853
01
12/22
1 00- 3: 0 0
12/20
1•00- 3:00 3 CLT 400
01*
01
12/23
1 00- 3:00 · MATH 644
MATH 644
02
12/21
3 30- 5:30 ?OLT 400
02*
12/23
3 30- 5:30
MATH 645 . 01
12/22 10 30-12:30 ?OLT 401
01*
12/23
6 oo- a:oo
12/2l
1 O~- 3:00 POLT 401
02*
MATH 646 01
12/23
6 00- s:oo
12121 10 30-12:30 ?OLT 401
03
MATH 657 01
12/20
6 00- 8: 0 :>
12/20
1 00- 3:00 ?OLT 401
04
MATH 735 01
12/22
6 00- s:oo
12/22 10 30-12:30 POLT 402
01
"1ATH 740
12121
1.00- 3:00
MATH 745
01
12/21 lC 30-12:30 POL T 402
02:::
12/23
1:0:>- 3:00
12/21 10 30-12:30 ?OLT 402 03*
MATH 761 01
12123
10: n-12: 30
12/22 10 30-12:30 ?OlT 402
04
MATH 761
02
12/20
1 0 : 3 o- 12 : 3 0
12/20
t.OJ- 3:00 ' DCLT 402
05
MATH 788 01
12/22
3:30- s:Jo
12/21 10:30-12:30 ?OLT 403
Jl*
12/22
6: oo- e: o o MATH 833 01
12/21
3:30- 5!30 ?OLT 403
02*
"1ATH 835
01
12/22
e:00-10:00
12/22 10:JJ-12:30 OQLT 502
01
01
MATH 839
12120
s:00-10:00
12/22
6!0 -l - 8!00 ?OLT 506
Jl
01
"'1EOT 600
12121
8: 00- 10: 0 0
12/23 10 :30-12:30 POLT 507
01
02
MEDT 625
12122
8: oo-10: 0 0
12/23
3:30- 5:30 POLT 508
01
ME!JT 720
Ol
12120
s:00-10:00
12/20 1C:3J-12:30 POLT 521
Jl
MICR 501 01
12122
CL~SS TIME
12/20
8:01-10:00 ?OLT 524 Jl
MICR 502L 01
12/22
l O: 30-12 3 0
12120
s:00-10:00 POLT 552
n
MICR 502L 02
12/2~
s:00-10 oo
12/21
f:00- a:oo POLT 553
01
MICR 502L 03
12120
e:00-10 oo
12/20
t •O:J- 3:00 ?OLT 557 01
MICR 503 01
12/22
8 00-10 00
01
1212:J 10 30-12:30 POLT 560, 01
MlCR Hl
12/21
8 00-10 00
12/21
1 OJ- 3!00 PQLT 554
Jl
MICR 705 01
12121
10 30-12 3J
12/21
3 3J- 5:30 OQLT 702
01
MICR 707 01
3 3 J- 5 3 0
12/23
1212:)
1 0 0- 3: 0 0 ? 0 LT 7 0 3
01
~ICR 711
01
12/20
10 3J-12 3J
12/22
8 00-10:00 . POLT 721
01
MILT 413
n
12122
lC 3-l -12 30
MILT 413
02
12/20 8 00-10:0J ?OLT B7= Jl
12122
S 00-10 00
12122
e
00-10:00
?OLT
en
01
MILT 413 03
12123
1 00- 3 0 J
12/20
8
OJ-10:0)
PQLT
3J3
,)1
04
.,.Ill
413
121:J
1 oa- 3 o a
~ILT 51)1
01
! . 0 )- 3. 0 J
12/p _ 1 :O~- 3:00 ?OLT 3 J5
o:,
12122
MILT 525 01
12/d
3.30- 5.30 PGLT 806
')I
s:co-10:00
12115
MILT 525 02
12/22 10!31-12:30 PQLT 821
01
6:o •J- s:00
12/22
01
~H LT !> 32
12/21 1:01- 3:o~ POLT 8972 :)1
10:30-12:30
12122
02
'11LT 632
l 212 1
e : 0 iJ - S: 0 ') P s y C 4 C1 B
10:21)-12:30
12/~l
12/~0 1C:3J-12:3J osyc 4Jl
04
:LASS TV~E
._,Ill 641
n:)1
12/22
10!30-12!3')
12/21 !C:3J-12:3J PSYC 401
05
.•~u.:c 741
12/22
1:oJ- 3:00
l .21, l
1 : 0 ~ - J: 0 J o S y C 4 O1
')7
01
MU:O 747
12/21
l:C)- 3:JJ
12120 1c:3~-12:30 PSYC 401
oe
MU~u 749 01
l2/2J
l O : 3 •J - :. 2 : ., J
12/20
1:00- 3:00 PSYC 401
09
n
MUEO 751
12122·
12/23
3:3J5:30
?SYC
401
10
01
MUED 797
3:3)- 5:3;J
12/20
01
t.1USI 401
1c::n-12:3:>
12122
lif~g:1i:~g
:ssy~cr
45021
~11
02
r.tUSI 401
e:o:>-1c:0J
12123
1
12122
6:0Je:-oo
·
Y
·
·
·J
03
MUSI 401
3:30- 5:30
12121
01
• 3 J 1 -.~~ ~s,c .s22
/
lo
22
12
01
"1USI 411
.:
.
~:J~_
osyc 531 01
1 :oo- 3:00
· 12121
01
:-tUSI 471
12/21 lC:30-1~:30 DSYC ~61 . · 01
l C: 30-1Z:30
12l2J
!J l •
1212-3
8 • 0 0- 10 • 0 0 . ;, Sy C · 5 6·1 · 0 3
~USI 471
e:oJ-10:00
1.2122
01
:-lUSI 473
lZ/~~
1~0)- l~CO ~SYC S91
)1
1:01...: 3:00
l Z I 2-. 2
vz
"4USI 4 73
1
f. : C )- 1 S: fl ;:, S y C 5"31 . J-2::;: ·. · lU?J
e:oJ- a:oo
l,/21
3.3J- ::, . ..,J · :,)f,: . 53t
')3 .
01
1'1US1 .501
10:n-1,:3J
1Z/ZJ

UB=

OJ

J8

n

n

1

li~ii

v. )

a

f:OJ- e:oo

!C:3J-1Z:3J
e:00-10:00
B OJ-!0!00
10 3~-12:30
8 00-10:00
e 00-10:00
lC 30-12!30
10 30-12:30
3 30- 5!30
lC 30-12:30
10 3J-12:3,
l 00- 3:00
10 30-12:30
3 30- 5:30
1 OJ- 3:00
lC 30-12:30
l0.3J-12:30
10:30-12:30
s:00-10:00
10:30-12:30
10:30-12 30
1:00- 3 00

e:00-10 oo

e:0,-10 oo
3:30- 5 30
10:30-12 3Q
10:30-12 30
1:00- 3 00
10 30-12 30
3 30- 5:30

? 30- 5:30
1 00- 3:00 _

1 00- 3:00

10 30-12:30
1 00- 3:0~
3 30- s:3~
3 30- 5:30
3 3J- s:Jo
10 30-12:30
1 00- 3:00
3:30- 5:30
3:3'.)- 5:30

s:oJ-lo:oo

a:00-10:00
10:JJ-11:30
e:oJ-10:00
1:oJ- J:oo
3:30- 5:3~
10:3J-12:33
e:00-10:00
10:30-12:30
3:30- ·5:30
e:oJ-10:0~
3:30- 5:30
8:0J-10:00
a:00-10:co
s:00-10:oc
3!3')- - 5:30

~:QJ-lC:OJ

3:3J- 5:30
CL ilS; TI '•1E
8 OJ-10!00
a 00-10:oJ
10 30-12:30
8 OJ-10:00
8 OJ-10:00
10 30-12:3~
8 OJ-10:0Q
E oo- a:oo
10 31-12:30
1 00- 3:00
s.cJ-10:00
10:3u-12:3J
1c:~o-12:Ja
B:OJ-10:0Q
6:oo- a:oi
! C : 3 0 - 1 2 : 3 :J
; : .;)- 5:J'J

lC:3J-:2:30
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Final Exa-m Schedule Continued
?SYC
0 SYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PS YC
PSYC

581
S.Sl
581
601
601

-601

601

PSYC 601
?SYC 601

'

PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
?SYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
?SYC
?SYC
PSYC

PSYC
!>SYC
RECO
~ECO
~ECO
RECD
RECP
~ECP
RE C-P
~ECP
iWSS

~USS
RUSS
RUSS
RUSS

621

!>5 2

652
705
711
713
713
751
761
762
762
791
805
8H
411
501

·706

04

·J S

06*
01

02*
03
04:;:
JS:::
06*
01
01
02
01
01
01
02
01
02
01
02
01
01

01

01
01

01

710A 01
400
01
501

01 ~:

651
663
401
401
401
415
415
503

01
01

n*

02*

03*

01
02
quss
01
RUSS 515 01
~USS 631 01
RUSS 691:: 01
RUSS 733
01
s s 525 01
s s 525 02
s s 550 01
s s 622 01
s s . 622 03
SHS 400 0 lf.:
soc 400 01
.50C 400 -02
soc 400 03
soc 400 04
soc · 400 05
soc 400 07
soc 400 08
soc 500 01
soc 520 n
soc 530 01
soc 540 02
soc 540 03
01
-SOC 601

12/20
12/20
12/22
12/21
12/22
12/22
12/20
12/21
12/20
12/22
12/20
12121
12/21
12/21
12/21
12/20
· 12/20
12/21

e 00-10:00
1-0 30-12: 3 ~
3 3 ')- S: 3 J
10 3)-12!30
lC 30-12:30
10 30-12!30
10 30-12!30
10 30-l2!3u
10 30-12:30
10 30-12:30
10 )J-12:3:J
6 00-10:oJ
l 00- 3: 0 0
3 30- 5: 3 0
1 co- 3: 0 0
1 00- 3: 0 0
8 OJ-10:00
6 00- 8: 0 J
8 00-10:oJ
6 OQ- s: o a
10 30-12:30
3 31)- 5: 3 0
1 00- 3: 0 :J
3 30- 5: 3 0
10 30-12:30
10 30-12:30
s:00-10:00
·a : o o- 1 o : o :J

1'2/20
12120
12/23
12/2 3
12/2 3
12/21
12/20
12/21
12/23
12/22
12/2 2
12/2 3
12/22
12122
12/22
12/2 0
12iZO
12/23
12123
12120
12/22
12/20
12121
12/2J
12/21
12/20
12/20
12121
12/21
12/23
12122

s:00-10:00
· 1c:30-12:3J
10:3J-12:3G
10:30-12:3:)
1 C : 3 0-- l 2 : 3 J
3:30- 5: 3 J
1 •.oo- 3: 0 0
3 30- 5: 3 0
8 00-10:00
10 3 o- 12: 3 0
8 0 J- 1 0: 0 C
8 00-10:0]
: oa
6 oo- s_
10 3:J-12:30
1 00- 3 OJ
8 00-10 00
10 30-12 30
3 30- 5 30
8 00-10 OJ
10 30-12 30
1 00- 3 00
8 o~-10 00
10 30-12:30
1 00- 3: 0 0
3 30- 5: 3 0
8 00-10:00.
8 00-10:00
10 30-12:30
l 00- 3: 0 0
8 00-10:0 'J
10 30-12:30

12/20
12121
12120
12/20
12/2 3
12122
12/2 3
12/2 J
-12/23
12/21

12.123

10!3.'.> - 12!30

sec

60 ·2

i□C

615
625
745
735 ,.
r11 !<
501
6-01
614
4n!A
401S
4013
4013
401a
401B
4013
4013
4013
40le
403
501
501
501
501
503
503
503

~cc

soc
soc
soc
soc

SOIL
SOIL
SOIL

SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
.SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPI\N
SPAN
SPAN
iPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
THCO
THCO
THCO
THCC
THCO
THCO
THCO

611

503
504

iJ1

01
02

01

01
01
11
-01
01
01
02:.':
01 :::
02 :::

03*

04:::
0 5;;:
06 :::
07 '!,:
0 8 :;:
09;':
01
01 :;:
J2'!,:
03:::
04:.~
01 :'_:
02;':

03*
04•
01

01
01
02 t,:
04:::
05 :;:

525

601

631
631
6 31
631
632
653

.0 6 ;':

01
01

01

772

790

01
01
01
01
01
01

872
810

402
404
435
435
436

02

01
01
01 :_':
459
THC □ 459
02*
THCO 5J3 01
01 :;:
THCO 506
THCO 506 · 0 2 :;:
THC □ 533
01
THC □ 533
02
THCO 549
01
THC □ 556 · 01
THCO 572 01
THCO 608
01
THCO 632 01
455

l 2 /2 ')
e 0·1-10: 0 C TH:C
12/22
1 OJ- 3: 0 J
TH~O
12/2 ')
2 0 1) - l C: C)
T~CQ
12/Z-2
3 30- 5 ! 3 ,)
lC ]L
1°2122 10 3 '.)- 12: 3 J
~OJL
l 2 /2.3
8 OJ-10!0)
lCJL
12/22
3 31)- 5 • l .~,J
ZO~L
12/22 10 3!J-12!3J
lOJL
12122 · e OJ-10!0)
ZQJJL
12/21 10 3J-12:3-J
l □ DL
12/23 . 1 00- 3: 0 0
ZO~L
lZ/23
1 OG- 3: 0 0
ZC'JL
1212 3
1 OJ- 3: 0 0
ZCJL
- 12/23
1 00- 3: CJ
ZO ~L
12/23
1 00- 3: 0 -J
12/23
1 00- 3: 0 0
12/2 3
1.00- 3: 0 0
12/23
o~- 3: 0 0
12/23
1 oa- 3: 0 0
12/23
1 00- 3: 0 :J
12/22 10 30~ 12: 3 0
12/20
s: 3 a
.,3 3012120
3:1- 5: 3 ()
12/20
3 3a- 5: 3 J
12120
3 3~- 5: 3 ~
3()- 5: 3 J
12/20
3
., 3012/20
5: 3 0 12/20
3 30- 5: 3 Q
1z ,- zo .3 JO- , ; 3 'J
12122
8 00-10:00
l-2/2 2 -a CJ-10:00
12/22 l 00- · 3:o-J
12/20
3 30- 5:30
12/20 - 3 3J- 5: 3 0
12/2 J
3 3)- 5: 3 0
12/2 1)
3 30- 5: 3 0
12 /2 2 lC 3•)-12!30
12/23 10 3 0-12: 3 0
1212.0
s.00-10:00
- 12/21
8 Q!J-10:QJ
12/20
8 0 0-10: 0 J
12121
8 00-10.: 0 0
12/20 lC 30-12!30
12/2 Z 8 O·J -10:00
12/2 2 10 30-12:30
12/22 10 30-12!30 ~1'--:." ,,
12/21
3 30- 5: 3 -J
12122
3: 3 o- 5: 3 0 r.112/21
6:oo- s:oo ·
12/21
6 : 0 0 - 8 : 0 J ~r
12/20 l C : 3 J- 1 2 : 3 a , . t ...
!• ,
12/23 l C : 3 o- 1 2: 3 0 \i({i. , ./' i
12/2 3 10:3J-12:30 !/
12/22
3:JJ- 5:3J I ,'
12/22
6: 00- 8: 0 0
.
12/2 3
a:00-10:oJ
12/22
€:on- 8: 0 0
1:Q'.)- 3: o a
12/22
12/21 10:30-12:30
12/22 - 1:00- 3: 0 0
•

J

S58
6H
74 !.
412

5'.)7

518
528

603

604
711
712
717
721
777

01

n

01
01
01 :::
01
0l .
01
01
01
tJl

n

01

ul

1 ! 0 '.)- 3: 0 !J
12/22
- 12/2')
e:oo-1c:oo
.: : 3J- 5: 3 ()
12/Z 2
12121
3: 30- 5: 3 0
12/21 l O: ]f)-12: 3 0
12/23
2:00-10:00
8:C'J-lC!OJ
12122
12/20
s:00-10:oa
12/23
a:o'J-10:00
l 2 /2 2- 1c:30-12:30
12/2 2
e:00-10:oJ
12/22 10:30-12:30
1: 9)- 3: 0 0
12121
1 : C 'J- 3: 0 :J
1212 Z

.
~

.,J

Finals are scheduled:
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

,.

~

ij ·

am
am
am
am

to
to
to
to

8:00
8:00
8:00
5:30

pm,
pm,
pm,
pm,

Monday, 12/20
Tuesday, 12/21
Wed, 12/22
Thurs, 12/23

Scheduling ·
Registrar 1 s Office

t:~ ·
.•··~

I

,I.

1

COMING TO THE MUB PUB
IN DECEMBER ..
November 21
December 2
December 3
_December 4
Decen1ber 5
December
Decen1ber
Decen1ber
Dece,nber
Dece,nber

9
10
11
12

16

Now Sound Express 50~
J.J. WRIGHT from KISS 108 $1.00
Taste Student Talent Night
Face to Face students $2.25 non-students $3.50
DA YID JOHANSEN students $5.00 non-students
$7.50 Special Guest The Nightcaps
Now Sound Express 50~
TBA
The Who ~s Quadrophenia $1.00
Closed - We ~re all gone to see The Motels
Now Sound Express Christmas Party 50~

See vou next semester!
.,;
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UniVersity Forum
Brezhnevisin without Brezhnev
The death of any Soviet leader generally
confirms the durability of the Soviet system, one of
the oldest and most stable in today's fragmented
and turbulent world. Brezhnev's passing will not be
marked by significant change in Soviet policies,
either internal or external. If past Soviet
successions are any guide, the first priority of the
"new" leadership will be to stabilize both domestic
and foreign issues while the regime consolidates its
political position. Of course the "new" leadership is
not new at all. Those who now rule tpe Soviet
Union are those who ruled before. The few who will -

:-:-:_

.-

-;r;_.-_.;,.•

move in forthcoming months from the second to

the first echelons of Soviet power are products of
the same structure of values, the same experiential
base and the same political processes as those
whom they succeed. We should expect no new
initiatives, no innovations, no effort at setting a
different direction. The emphasis will be on
continuity, not change.
It is unlikely that Brezhnev will be missed. That is
not to say that the Soviet leader did not leave his
mark, just as Andropov will eventually leave his.
Brezhnev did bring a new style to Soviet politics. He
established a pattern of rule that was "consensual,"
bringing into the political arena a number of
institutional forces whose interests he sought to
satisfy while at the same time balancing them
against the interests of other competing
institutions. It is significant that his last public
address was before the Soviet military
establishment (and that his two most likely
successors were present), reassuring them that the
Soviet Union would not slacken its military pace
but telling them also that the economy had its
limits. It was the economy that plagued Brezhnev.
In his regime, growth slowed, productivity tapered
off from its already low level and agriculture
continued to demonstrate the unworkability of an
economic system that is ideologically forbidden to
consider legitimate measures of value and
- incentive.
In foreign policy, Brezhnev followed the
directions set by his prede: cessors. He sought to
enhance the Soviet Union's preeminent concern for
its security perimeter, to advance its status through
the continued buildup of strategic and conventional
forces, to expand Soviet political influence through
extensive involvement in Third World nations, and
to improve the manageability of the international
environment by direct negotiation with the United
States over vital issues of arms limitations, trade
and development. Under Brezhnev's leadership, the ·
Soviet Union implemented one of the most
significant military buildups in modern history.
Soviet military power expanded across the entire

period is over and the Soviet Union can no longer_
increase its defense spending without sacrifices in
critically needed investment elsewhere. In the Third
World, the Soviet record has. been checkered at
best. The persistent exclusion of the Soviet Union
from significant involvement in events in the
Middle East, the ebb and flow of Soviet influence in
countries from Egypt to India, and the enormous
drain on Soviet resources from those regimes upon
which the Soviet Union has come to rely most
heavily--Cuba and Vietnam--all testify to a modest
record indeed. Finally, one finds that the
atmosphere for negotiation with the United StMes

is at the lowest point since detente began(not clearly
due solely to Soviet intransigence).
·
This then appears to be Brezhnev's legacy to his
successors. Their agenda is set. First priority must
be given to rationalizing and improving the Soviet
economy. It is now stagnant and expected to
decline further. If the promises made to the military
are to be fulfilled, as Brezhnev plainly said, then
something must be done to change the trend of the
economy. A second high priority for the Soviet
leadership will be US-Soviet relations, a ne'cessary
part of the Soviet landscape. The Soviet leadership
would clearly like to return to detente, which had
affirmed and reinforced the Soviet Union's
international status, had provided a means to
reduce international tension and had done all of
this without sacrificing Soviet policy goals. Soviet
leaders have therefore repeatedly called for a return
to detente (as Andropov has done in meeting with
Vice President Bush and Secretary of State Schulz).
But that atmosphere is gone and it will be difficult to
restore witho·ut compromising fundamental Soviet
gains. Finally, high on the agenda of the leadership
will be the related problems of separatism in the
East European nations and the quest for autonomy
among the nationalities within the USSR. That is a
full agenda. It must be faced with an entrenched
Party bureaucracy and vested institutional interests
which are themselves most resistant to change.
It is not an enviable time to be a Soviet leader
attempting to fulfill the essential security objectives
and promote the interests of the Soviet state. The
American adversary seems implacable, the
economy is demanding and unyielding and the
institutional structures to resolve problems seem
more rigid and entrenched than ever. It is unlikely
that Brezhnev will be missed.

·s-

~

\

Jonathan Jennings illustration

spectrum of arms, from strategic missiles to
disposable projection forces. By successfully
acquiring' such military power, the . Soviet Union
achieved the superpower recognition that it had
sought for so long and actively pursued the political
benefits that were produced. Through five US
Presidential Administrations, Brezhnev oversaw
both the improvement of US-Soviet relations in the
era of detente and the deterioration of those
relations as detente was questioned and
abandoned. Within the Soviet sphere, the Brezhnev
' era was witness to the constant pressures of .
independence and autonomy--in Czechoslovakia in
1968, in the Sino-Soviet border clashes in 1969, in
Afghanistan in 1979 and continuing in Poland
today. And yet,. despite a strong military
component, Soviet policy making in the Brezhnev
era was characterized by caution in the external
exercise of power. That was considered consistent
with the self-conscious development of a
superpower role where problems in the global arena
become less tractable.
It is hard to judge Soviet achievement during
Brezhnev's rule as an unqualified success. The
security of the Soviet periphery is militarily sound
but politically in recurring disarray. The events in
Poland are not over and there is no reason to
believe that other restive peoples both inside and
outside of the Soviet Union will not continue to
strive for greater· autonomy. While the Soviet
Union has developed its military power and reaped
the political benefits of doing so, the economic costs
continue to rise. A period of high growth permitted
the purchase of both "guns" and "butter" and thus
faci)itated the Soviet military buildup. Now that

Professor Trout teaches in the areas of Soviet
affairs and national security policy. He has recently
published a book on national security affairs and is
working actively on a series of texts on global
issues.

The question of an I-house
Recently there has been some discussiori about
the need for an International House at UNH. This
topic rose like a phoenix from the fire of the
question about Smith Hall. After next fall, Smith
Hall will be the hew International House on
campus, but will not lose its name.
The issue of Smith is distinct from that of the
need for an International House. Smith is to be the
new I-House and there is rightfully a lot of concern
about how the decision was taken. This topic is
another issue . This question is about how
procedural decisions are taken and the role the
Senate should play in making those decisions. The
issue of 1-H ouse is different.
Should, or should there not be an I-House? This
is the crux of the issue. The concept of an I-House
has been attacked for several reasons: that it is ·
discriminatory, works against integration_ denies
foreign students the choice of where to live and
separates students from life in Durham. 1-H ouse, it
would seem from this analysis, is a miniature
-version of South Africa's apartheid system. This is
not the case.

The main function of an I-House is to provide an
aid to forei'gn students in more fully integrating into
American society. Foreign students are usually
placed in I-House upon arrival, after one year
people are encouraged -to . move out. Incoming
foreign students share a room with interested and
willing American students (Richardson House was
an aberration in this respect). This room sharing
provides an ideal environment through which the
foreign students can be introduced to the American
way of life, without being overawed by the vast
number of differences in the two approaches to life.
The ratio of two Americans to every one foreigner is
just right. It means that the foreign student is
always surrounded by the American approach to
living without being overwhelmed. There are
always other foreigners to turn to for comfort and
assistance.
This is the first role of I-House, to provide a
sheltered harbour for foreign students to work out
of their first year.. After one year, they are well
enough adjusted to cope with UN H on their own.
There is one other role of I-House: to serve as a

Chris Fauske

~

center for activities of an International flavour, be it
dinners, cultural events, film presentations or
whatever. Thus, I-House will alow all Americans
on campus to see a little part of life abroad and of
foreign cultures. This will assist the University of
New Hampshire in its role of offering a wide
education. ln a time when the world is shrinking
and it is impossible to live and work without
encountering the different approaches of other
societies, it is impossible to ignore the importance
of this area of life. Thus the students of UNH stand
to benefit from the existence of an I-House on
campus.
It is not just foreign students who will benefit but
every single person on campus. I-House is,
therefore, the exact opposite of discriminatory, it is
all-encompa s,ing. The result of shutting an IHouse down will be seriously damaging to the
chances of integration of foreign students. For
foreign students and for the whole campus, I-House
_ ~Jin imperative .

Chris f'ausk e is an international student at UNH.
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Editorial
We can't ignore the problem
There's no doubt, if you ask women, they
will say it's scary to walk around UNH at night.
But apparently some University officials don't
like to talk about fears of rape.
Published reports of concern for safety on
campus are followed by other reports, almost
defensive in tone, citing tighter and increased
security. Nobody wants to exaggerate or to

office sai'd: "Women aren't given equal access
to education when they're afraid to come out of
their rooms at night."
It's only with this recognition of the problem .
that we can attack it; and in many ways, we are.
The University escort service, for example,
has seen an increase from 27 escorts last

pamphlets, one on rape and the other on sexual
assault.
Dorms , soror1t1es, and student
organizations sponsor speakers on walking
and living safely on campus. And many male
students walk women to the library or home
after dark; women shouldn't be afraid to ask.
President Handler reminded students that

incr ease the fear of rape at UNH. But we

semester to 192 so for this semester. Even when

we shouldn't feel a false sense of security at

cannot ignore the problem either.
President Handler said last week she'd heard
of three rapes this year, and· of other cases of
assault. Regarding the environment at UNH ,
Nancy Schroeder of the Dean of Students'

they're not escorting someone, the stu.dents
patrol with UNH security staff.
The University has hired twelve "rape
educators" for next semester. Also next
semester, female students will be sent two

UNH--that our environment is no different
than anywhere else in the country.
Let's realize this, and continue to take the
aggressive steps that we've begun. Let's not
deny the problem exists.

Letters
during warm-ups. Anybod·y who
has watched a goalkeeper warmup realizes the difficulty of
· standing next to a goalie while she
is having shots fired at her. Again,
an untrue statement.
To the Editor:
Todd Balfs article contains not
I am writing this letter in
only untrue statements, but it
reference to your article on
belittles important team traditions
Tuesday, November l6concerning
and rituals. More importantly it
the resi~nation of Jean Rilling who
distorts the truth about a superior
has been the Field Hockey/ Lacrand dedicated coach. I have spent
osse coach for the past 16 years. I
three seasons as Jean Rilling;s
found your article not only
assistant coach. During this time I
inaccurate, but terribly insensitive.
have spent many hours discussing
The inaccuracies begin with
each athlete on many of her
your · opening paragraph. Many
squads. Jean Rilling was deeply
teams have a traditional cheer
concerned not only with their
which is done prior to game time.
athletic development, but was
The fact that Jean Rilling's teams
do this is not unusual. In addition, dedicated to developing her
athletes as people.
music was played prior to EVERY
I have enclosed articles printed
UNH game so next year's coach
by the Manchester Union Leader
will not be doing anything new.
and Foster's Daily Democrat
Paragraph two... I doubt very
about Jean Rilling's resignation.
seriously that there will be a
These articles not only do an
"looser reign" next year after Jean
excellent job of citing her
Rilling's departure. Having
accomplishments, but also
coached the UNH Lacrosse team
demonstrate responsible
in her absence last semester, I
reporting.
know that any athlete at the
Division One level realizes that
Katherine Ann Henderson
discipline and organization are
Assistant Field Hockey Coach
two essential ingredients for
athletic development. Sometimes a
coach must impose this on younger
players, but mature athletes have
developed this sense within
To the Editor:
themselves.
This is written in response to the
In reference to "waving of a tape
article in Tuesday's New
recorder" .. .ln the three years that I
Hampshire on Coach Rilling.
have assisted and observed Jean
Unfortunately the article didn't
Rilling's coaching style during
even begin to do justice to Coach
game situations I have seen her use
Rilling or her incredibly successful
a tape recorder three times. I have
field hocke y and lacrosse
NEVER seen her wave a tape programs here at the University of
recorder. In fact, the tape recorder
New Hampshire. Mr. Ba Ifs article,
was used to record observations at
which neglected to show an y of the
the beginning of a game and then
appreciation or great respect felt
put aside after 15 minutes.
for her by members of the team or
In reference to the shaking of the University, was a slap in the
hands prior to game time. Your
face to both Coach Rilling and her
reporter uses the terms "insist" and
program s.
"requires" players to shake hands .
As a tri-captain and four year
Many players are glad to do this
vet era n of the fi eld hockey squad, I
because this is the time that Jean
can testify to the excellence of
Rilling will give words of Coach Rilling both as a coach and
encouragement to EACH player
a perso n. W ith her guidance, 1
before game time. Your reporter
have lea rned a lot about fi eld
also stated that Jean Rilling stood
h oc k ey, a nd ev en mor e
beside Goalkeeper Robin Balducci
importa ntly, I've learned a lot

Rilling

•

Writing letters to the Editor
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about life.
Technically speaking, Coach
Rilling's knowledge of the game of
field hockey is very extensive.
Most importantly, she is able to
effectively transmit her knowledge
of the game to her players. This is
exemplified paramountly by the
tremendous success of three of her
former athletes. All three athletes
were at one time on the U.S.
National Field Hockey Squad, and
all three are now successful
coaches at the University level.
Marissa Didio is head field hockey
coach at Tufts University, Cheryl
Murtagh is head field hockey
coach at Bently College. and Carla .
Hessler, who graduated just last
spring, is assistant coach at field
hockey powerhouse Old
Dominion University, which is
vying for the National Title this
year. There aren't too many
coaches that can boast about their
athletes attaining this level of
success.
The 1980 UNH Field Hockey
Squad was undefeated in the
regular season, placed second at
the EAlAW Regional Tournament and went on to place seventh
at the AIA W national Championships. Without the hard work,
expertise and unselfish dedication
of Coach Rilling, we would not
have been able to accomplish what
we did. She realized our potential
as a team from the beginning of the
season and made each and every
one of us strive to reach this. She
instilled in us that anything worth
having is worth working hard for.
And work hard we did . All of us,
especially Coach Rilling.
There is no question that Coach
Rilling is a very demanding coach.
She pushes each and every player
on her team toward s the ultimate
goal, the ultimate desire of every
athlete, the desire to reach one's
maximum potential. A coach that
demand s her athletes to reach for
their potential is one thing. A
coach that demands her athletes to
reach for their potential and gets
th em to achieve thi s is a coach lik e
Coach Rilling. A winner. A coach
that will be greatly mi ssed.
Joan A. McWillia ms

•
To the Editor:
In regard s to t he November 17
article concerning the resignation
of head fi eld hockey and lacrosse
coach J ean Rilling. The article
certainly d id not do justice to a

woman who has put so much into
the women's athletic program here
at UNH . Coach Rilling is more
than a 77-30-13 record, _
She has touched the hearts of
every athlete she has coached by
building character, instilling ideals
and encouraging athletes to strive
to reach their full potential. There
can be no arguments _about her
extensive knowledge of field
hockey and lacrosse. She has
always worked to provide the best
possible for her teams. Short of
actually going out on the field
Coach Rilling would do anything
possible for the teams she has
coached. Her devotion has
inspired many athletes to go
beyond their abilities and to grow,
not only on the playing field but
also in their personal lives.
I, and many others have a great
deal of respect for Jean Rilling. I
owe alot to her and feel that she
deserves much more praise and
credit for all she has done as Head
Coach of Field Hockey and
Lacrosse at the University of New
Hampshire.
Robin Balducci

Blood
To the Editor:
As the day of Thanksgiving
approaches, we extend the deepest
gratitude to all of you for your
continued loyalty to us.
You continue to lead our
Vermont-New Hampshire Red
Cross Blood Service in percentage
of yearly donations! This fall you
made it possible for your chapter
to process its 70,000th pint! That
deserves thanks!
As you "Go Home" for
vacation, we wish you well - when
you return we will be making final
preparations for our Christmas
Celebration of life. We begin on
Sunday December 5th and run
that day only from 12 noon to 5 pm
at the MUB. Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, December 6,7,8,
we return to normal hours of IO am
to 3 pm each day at the MUB.
H~ve a great Thanksgiving and
remember we are thankful for you!
But come back to, "It's an 'Out of
this World' Christmas" and have
an "Extra-tender Encounter" with
someone in our world!
Thankfully,
J~rry Stearns
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The .madness of nuclear arms
By: Brion .O'0-onnor
Madness. What first comes to mind when
you hear the word. Madness.
Is it the deranged old man in the bus station,
lolling his head back and forth as he tries to
connect with his bottle of gin. Or is a tattered
and worn old woman slumped in a park bench,
trying to console the dead pigeon in her lap.
My own first thoughts of madness inevitably
turn to nuclear warfare. My own defintion of
madness is two incredibly powerful countries
aiming the unimaginable destructive force of
over 20,000 collective nuclear warheads at one
another. Four hundred alone are enough to
destroy any semblance of life as we now know
it.
Madness is the military leaders in the
Kremlin and the Pentagon, gripped with a fatal
paranoia, calling for even greater arsonals,
even more nuclear weapons.
Madness is the diabolical driving force
behind men like Edward Teller, brilliant
scientists and engineers who have forsaken
their morality in their relentless search for a
more advanced technology.
Madness is the multi-national corporations
pushing for increased nuclear proliferation
worldwide in the name of soaring profits and
the American way.
Madness is a civil defense plan put forward
by our government that would have us hiding
behind trees and brick walls in the event of a
nuclear attack. Madness is the same civil
defense plan that considers itself successful if
only 50 million people are killed in an all out
nuclear attack. 50 million. And most experts
acknowledge that even this figure pales in
comparison to what the actual figure will
undoubtedly be.

Finally, madness is our own remarkable
ability to _withdraw from this catastrophic
dilemma. It is the epitome of insanity for us to
ignore the nuclear arms race, not because we
have to but beca_use we choose to. Except for a
dedicated few, we are like so many sheep, and
we are allowing a governmet which
perpetuates the myths of civil defense, limited
nuclear exchange, and "winnable" nuclear war
to sheppard us.
The· situation is comparable to the cancer
victim too frightened to have his disease
diagnosed since it might be fatal. Or the driver
of a car who refuses to wear his seat-belt,
because it acknowledges the possibility of
having an accident.
Last week, on Veteran's Day, I attended a
convocation _at Keene State College entitled
"Solutions to the Arms Race." Alarmed that
only 75 concerned students and citizens took
part, I was none-the-less encouraged by their tenacity and willingness to confront the
problem.
As I was leaving, Professor Chuck Weed, a
major organizer of the day-long event, asked
me why UNH wa~n't holding a similar
conference. Surely the arms issue demanded
the attention.
When I answered that I honestly didn't
know, he asked me to "slam them", to come
down hard on the UNH community for not
sacrificing just a small portion of its social
calender to consider the arms race.
And I could. Justifiably. I drove home from
Keene that day angry. Doesn't the nuclear
threat endanger everyone, the business major
as well as the environmental conservation
major, the socialite ·as well as the dedicated
student? Why should such an enormous weight
be the burden of so few? Where is the justice in
that? Yes, I did want to slam UNH for its
rampant apathy, for our cowardice in facing
this undeniably lethal situation.

But what would it have accomplished? There
are already too many antagonists in this world,
too many people fighting blindly with one ·
another. The _conflict between the United
States and the Soviet Union is a manifistation ·
of man's inability to cooperate peacefully.
So rather than "slam"the UNH community,
I want to make an open appeal to your
conscience. We all share in the responsibility to
stem an insane arms race which threatens our
very existence. Nuclear war has no survivors,
not in any sense of the word as we define it. To
bririg it to a halt, however, requires an
unrelenting conviction on the part of everyone,
from every facet of our society.
The nuclear madness which hovers over our
lives is a problem of monumental proportions.
It can seem at times to be so large and
overbearing as to appear hopeless. But as Dr.
Gerard Hevern stated last Thursday in Keene,
we no longer have the luxury to be dispairing.
We can no longer affor~· to remain apathetic.
Instead, we must begin to weave the ideals of
the nuclear disarmament movement into the
very fabric of our everyday lives. Like many of
the great movements, it is a process which
begins ·at the grass-roots level, and at home.
When we begin to reach out to those closest to ·
us, our friends and relatives, we build the
foundations of mutual trust.
The importance of this process cannot be
overstated. We must make every effort to make
peace work, not just for our own survival but
for each succeeding generation. It is the debt
~e_owe our children.

There will be a discussion on nuclear
disarmament Monday at 9 p. m. in Richardson
House, the political interest mini-dorm.
Brion O,Connor is a reporter for the New
Hampshire.

Letters

----------------------------------------------------------------~
Smith Hall
To the Editor:
My roommate and I are seniors
this year. We spent three years in
Christensen and chose to spend
our last year at UNH in Smith. I
immediately felt at home here in
the warmth and kindness that
pervades the atmosphere at Smith.
I have some old friends here, but
have made many new and lasting
friendships I will cherish long after
graduation.
Therefore, when I heard of the
decision of Residential Life to
convert Smith into a co-ed
international house, I was
shocked. It is discouraging to find
the same institution that
encourages its students to exercise
their democratic rights and
privileges turns around and
announces a decision of such
immense impact as this without
even consulting the students
involved. Our input and opinions
were never asked for. In fact, the
entire decision was kept quiet as
long as possible. Although I, along
with most the women of Smith, am
outraged at this injustice, we are
willing to compromise.
We will welcome the
international women with open
arms. Our complaint is that we feel
it is wrong to make Smith co-ed.
Why can't the international

women live in Smith and the
international men live in Sawyer,
our brother dorm? I realize that the
foreign students need each other
for support when arriving in a new
culture. Yet, .is it so hard for them
to support each other from fifty
feet away? Sawyer and Smith share
RA 's, hall directors and plan many
activities and programs together. I
feel this compromise would still
provide the necessary central focus
for planning and support. In this
way · foreign students and
Americans would be able to
interact and share their
experiences together in a setting
acceptable to both.
In being so concerned about the
needs and desires of the foreign
students, I am afraid Residential
Life is forgetting the needs and
desires of American students.
Afterall, UN H is a land grant
university established to meet the
needs, educationally and
otherwise, of New Hampshire
residents. I am an out-of-state
student, yet I still feel the first
responsibility of UNH should be to
New Hampshire residents, then
out-of-staters and then foreign
students. I think having foreign
students on campus is a wonderful
and valuable experience for all, but
UNH is not a private, prestigious
school, and therefore the needs
and desires of American students
should not be secondary to those
of foreign students. I do not wish
to imply that I have any animosity

towards foreign students, I just feel
Residential Life has their priorities
wrong in this decision.
In reference to Gerry Munk's
statement in his letter to the editor
on November 9, "the displaced
girls" of Smith recognize the worth
and value of living with
international students. We simply
feel that some of the good,
traditional things in this world
should not change. Making Smith,
our home, co-ed would be
changing something that will be a
long-treasured experience for me
and many others who have lived
here. Smith becoming co-ed is a
fact we will not recognize, nor
accept willingly.
Beth Young
Smith Resident
To the Editor: •
I am writing in reference to the
current controversy surrounding
the issue of Smith Hall, and its
current plan to be converted into
an international house.
There are several points I would
like to bring out here. At a recent
Student Senate meeting there were
several individuals that, who, very
earnestly, tried to explain how they
felt about the proposal. In their
discussion they repeatedly asserted
the claim, "If I were an
international student in another
country ... " And they said what
they would rather have. What is
obviously erroneous about this
statement is /. These people have
neve r experienced what the

international students on this
campus have had to deal with.
They can only, at best, say what
they imagine what they would
rather have, either be in the
limelight, or be meticulously drawn
into the environment, hidden from
the attention. What is lacking here
is the direct and factual input of the
international students themselves.
With such a pressing issue
concerning them, I would think
that they would climb over
mountains to get to the bottom of
the issue here at stake, and tell the
administation what they really
would like to see done on their
behalf. I encourage all students on
this campus to write, call or come
to the Student Senate office and
voice your ideas and thoughts of
this very important issue at hand.
It is now needed in making any
decisions, without input we are
forced to assume what the
population wants.
Another point that I like to clear
up is that one decision that the
student senate made concerning
the proposal, what they essentially
said when they voted against the
resolution to convert Smith Hall
into a co-ed international house,
what they said was that we weren't
sure of how people feel, and the
issue is where are we going to
house all the people, that are
displaced. We are not ·sure as to
where we should house the
international students, and if they
prefer to be together or dispersed

around the campus. The
international students have been
bounced around the campus
without any real direction of
foundation. The statement was
made that they have had an
international house for twenty
years. This must indeed be a very
important thing to them then.
Smith Hall was chosen by the
administration after a recent study
was made f the campus dorms. It
was to find out the ideal place to
house all of the international
students that was centralized. This·
survey was done very carefully,
and the best place it seemed was
the Smith Hall dorm. However the
question was raised as to the
validity of this survey and was this
really the best place. We must
strive to find the ideal place, for all
who are concerned, so no one will
feel uncomfortable.
There have been several other
proposals that have been
suggested, but all sould be
consulted on the issue seeing as it
concerns so many people. If what
the international students want is a
permanent house than maybe
Smith Hall isn:t the place, seeing
this was only supposed to be
temporary anyway, but if there is
going to be any satisfaction to
come out of this than maybe there
ought to be a little more healthy
talk going on.
Janice Woods
Student Senator
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( continued from page 7)

· To -the.-woman._
in black!

"numbers games."
"How many is a lot? One
(rape or assault) is too many"
she said.
Scbroeder says there are a
number of different feelings a .
woman has after being
attacked and different people
react in different ways.
One example is a _powerful
feeling of not having control
over your own body; somebody
else does.
"It's the realization that
someone can hurt you against
your will. You're powerless,"
- - - - - - - - - - - ~ _Ltsa ~aid.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY,
GINGER!!

University Theater

--------------

Liz says her experience left
her feeling guilty .. Because she
knew the man, she thought she ·
had brought it on herself by
letting him in the room.
.
"A woman feels guilty about
being assaulted or raped,"
- Schroeder said. "What makes
me crazy is if you were a man or
woman robbed and pushed
down, you wouldn't feel
ashamed."
.
After her experience of being
pushed down, Karen says it
took a while for her to be able
to sleep at night. Any strange
noises would "unhinge" her.
And now she doesn't walk
alone at night.

Denise doesn't either. Just
the other evening, while
walking home alone, · she
crossed the same parking lot
where she had encountered the
two men. Only this time she
carried a key between her
fingers.
Other responses to sexual
attacks are for a woman to
direct her anger at all men,
withdraw from friends or a
lover, .or leave school and go to
another place where she feels
safe.
"Some just want to forgetand I don't blame them,"
Schroeder said, "but it would ·
help other women if _they did
report it."
Rape and sexu~l assault are

ASSAULTS~ paee 18
611TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON PRESENTS

6 and 8:40 p.m.

Veronica's Room
THE THRILLER BY IRA LEVIN, AUTHOR OF "DEATHTRAP" AND "ROSEMARY'S BABY"
DIRECTED BY GILBERT 8. DAVENPORT
NOVEMBER 30-DECEMBER 4 AT 8 P.M.
DECEMBER 1 AT 2 P.M.
PREVIEW: NOVEMBER 29 AT 8 P.M.
JOHNSON THEATER
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM
GENERAL: $4
USNH STUDENTSIEMPU1fEESIALUMNI, SENIORS: $3
PREVIEW: $1 GENERAL ADMISSION
RESERVATIONS: 862-2290
DINNER THEATER PACKAGE
NEW ENGLAND CENTER RESTAURANT

It's Awesome,
fotally A~esomel

RICHARD
PRYOR
LMONTHE
SUNSET STRIP
Fri. & Sat. only
11:30 P.M. $2.00

Flora
Ventures
lnco plon1s
you easily
core for
Interior landscape specialists

Good Selection
. large floor plants
. low-light tolerance plants
. containers for large & small plants
. Special order unususal plants
. free delivery & placement .with orders
of $50.00 or more-seacoast area
only-guaranteed maintenance service
open
Wednesday-Saturday
9-5:30
659-2751

UNH STAFF & STUDENTS
ALWAYS A 10% DISCOUNT
ON ENTIRE PURCHASE

ON SPECIAL THIS MONTH
,. 6- 7' Weeping fig $49 .00
~3-4' Corn Dracena $29.00
low-light tolerance

~, 2-3' Arboricola $15.00
¢8" Ha-n ging Pothos $7.50

low-:-light tolerant
(good for dorm rooms)

STUDENTS ONLY
~~~~~EVEN

MY PLANTS ARE DYING BLUES

~mmm~

"I wanted to have a great semester, but it turned
into a total disaster. Even my plants are dying."

Bring us one of those dying plants and receive an additional
I0% discount on any plant in the store.
;~~~~~~~~

SPECIAL UNTIL DEC. 10

r.sm~m~mmt

Flora Ventures is in Newmarket, right by the blinking light. We're next door to
Cabbages & Kings Food Co-op. Plenty of parking or take the Kari-Van / Town
Hall stop.
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Arts &.: Fe.atures
Jazz pianist Dave McKenna injects old standards with new life
By Eric M. Heath
The first half of the program "Melanchoiy Baby;, and '"Slow
was about an hour and twenty Boat To China".
Following a barely
com prehenda ble introduction minutes long and consisted of
Dave has called himself a bar
by Paul Verrette, the audience five short sets. The tunes were room piano player, . and his
which had assembled in the grouped thematically; "You're demeanor reflects the comfort
MUB's Strafford Room burst Driving Me Crazy", "Crazy he feels in that role.
into a rousing ovation for jazz Rhythm" and so on for the first Throughout the concert he
pianist Dave McKenna. - His set, and a group of "Baby" would occasionally gaze at the
appe~rance last Monday night tunes in the next. Dave once wall behind the piano, and he
was his second concert for the · said that stringing the songs frequently glanced at . and
Traditional Jazz Series since he together by a common idea adjusted the play list that he
christened that series back in helped the evening go by. By had scrawled illegibly on a
connecting them with smoothly piece of Cbpley Plaza
1979.
As he walked out onto the crafted se~ues there is less stationery. and placeci on the
opponunity for applause, and piano to the left of the
stage his mannc1 was subdued
. and gently gracious. He sat therefore, perhaps, less collapsed music rack. In fact it
down and began to play ...just attention focused on him. Dave wasn't until "Satin Doll", the
like that, as though he had is a private performer, but that seventh tune in the concert,
walked into a crowded, smoke- privacy evokes intimacy.
that Dave really began to grow
- The few of us who were at ease with the situation.
filled lounge to play a few sets
unnoticed and unbothered in a hearing Dave for the first time During that tune he truly began
were struck, even surprised, by to adopt the melodic freedom
dark corner. ·
But that night the audience the verstaility of his left hand; a in his right hand; the
was there to hear Dave hand that is quite literally improvizational command,
McKenna perform. Not to talk, legendary in jazz circles.
that he would exhibit
When Dave first started out, throughout the rest of the
not to dance, but to listen as
one of today's greatest jazz he played ip the area around his evening.
pianists spun perfection from a home town; Woonsocket,
Dave finished the concert
less than perfect Baldwin Rhode Island. At that time bass greeted by another enthusiastic
players were hard to come by so ovation, and left the stage. But,
grand.
He played three or four tunes it became necessary for Dave to egged on by the thunderous
at time, segueing from one to provide the rhythmic drive of reception, as well as the
another and finaly cadencing to the missing instrument with his prodding of his friend -UNH
the eager applause of · the left hand. He mastered all of · professor, David Seiler, he
crowd. He acknowledged each the bass styles and invented returned to the stage for an
ovation, nodding nervously techniques of his own in order encore performance of "Lime
less to the audience than to the to provide that which was House Blues".
upper registers of the missing. Later, as his career
It may seem from this
picked up and he played with description that Dave
keyboard.
The selections were mostly the bands of Woody Herman, McKenna doesn't like to
familiar; "Crazy Rhythm", "In Charlie Ventura and more perform. Quite the contrary.
A Mellow Tone", "Satin Doll", recently Buddy Morrow, his Dave is simply a very private ,
"Sophisticated Lady", "Do unique left hand style wasn't as musician who likes to
Nothing 'Til You Hear From useful as it had been.-- But since entertain, but who, all his life, Dave McKenna played in the Traditional · Jazz Series last_
Me", "Mood Indigo" and 1970, or so, Dave has been has had trouble accepting Monday night. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)
while soothing the upper
Dave McKenna is a dynamic
"Take The A Train". The rest doing mostly solo work and his audience approval.
were unfamiliar to me and to style has become a trademark.
Dave's style is highly reaches with low wristed performer and the excitement
After a somewhat lengthy personal. He approaches the arpeggios in the right hand. of his playing is focused in his
_the gentleman sitting next to
me, but there were noticeable intermission Dave came back keyboard as a playmate, a Then he turns the process hands. Last Monday night he
grins ·o f recognition on many out for the second half of his buddy. He cajoles the lower around; pounding out one note injected new life into old
faces around the room at the concert, which included octaves with stride bass and melodies in the right while standards, and we love every
"Forty-Second Street", walking lines in his left hand comping lightly below.
minute of it. So did he.
beginning of each song.

Poet Philip Levine speaks

•

in

UNH Writers' Series

By Mark Webster
The poem was inspired by the _ Levine's self-depreciating
Philip Levine, winner of the murder of the poet Garcia dialogues. Standing poker1.980 National Book Critics Lorca, who Levine called "a faced and calm at the podium, ·
award for poetry, read from his great poet, a great man." he intro9uced "The Suit" by
works Monday night at UNH. Levine added that " ... these mentioning "I still have these
The 54-year old Levine read terrible petty people took fantasies ... Do I look like Cary , .
from a broad selection of his vengeance on him ... Something Grant?, and all that crap ... "
"The Suit" brought a tale
material , beginning with one could imagine happening
about his first suit, bought for a
several obscure poems from the in today's America."
.
50's, then concluding the
The poem followed an ironic dance where the only ones to
evening with two poems from logic through to the ending, dance were the chaperones.
Sweet Will, a new book with the conclusion, " ... he The humor was sombered as
on its way to the publisher. - won't walk as a man ever Levine read in humbled voice,
"No one could be - more
A tall, gaunt man with a again."
'
broad moustache and closelyThroughout his work, ridiculous than I."
The program ended with
set, beady eyes, Levine mixed Levi'ne's troubled visions are
humor and cynicism in his softened by an undying faith, Levine reading the title poem
dialogue between poems, faith which sometimes exceeds from Sweet Will. The poem
showing some of the combined any normal expectations. In gives a sense of increased
toughness and sensitivity which "Salami" (from They Feed The melancholy, although read in a
typifies his work.
Lion, he read "I found my . style showing a resilient,
Levine shows a brooding smallest son/ asleep or fighting attitude. "In truth, all
intensity in his writing, using dead/ floating on a bed of those people are dead ... ", he
strong clarity of vision that cuts colorless light..." His voice ' exclaimed, his voice carrying
as deeply into the beauty , hovered softly just over break- with great strength, " ... they've
behind his images as it also . up level, then gathered strength gone up to heaven / singing
gives away a sense of betrayal and spirit as he concluded, " .. .I 'Time On My Hands'/ ... And in
and disappointment in the could smell the small truth I'm not worth a thing ... "
Searching the audience, his
world around him.
breaths/ going and coming ... /
Reading from The Names of _ the true and earthy prayer/ of pinched brow folded in worried
lines, Levine drew himself , Philip Levine spoke in the UNH Writers' Series.
the Lost, Levine's voice rose in salami."
bitterness as he recited "ON
The crowd of 100 (featuring against .the lectern, concluding
,College-P·rofessor of American
THE MURDER OF LT. a legion of Tweed-andTurtle- that he would still keep on, residen-ce at Tufts University.
JOSE DEL CASTILLO BY necked English Professors " ... To tend a world that runs on His visit was sponsored by the~ Literature James Cox, is
THE FALANGIST BRA VO crowding the front rows) and on/ like its own sweet will." UNH Writers' Series. The tentatively scheduled for
Levine is :ur~~ntly rn Series' next guest, Dartmouth December 2nd.
MARTINEZ, JULY 12, 1936." chuckled throughout much of
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Duane Allman; guitarist extraordiliaire
At Fillmore East and Eat A
album.
Allman's slide work on Johnny
Duane Allman would have Peach) and co-participant with
His total absorption in his Jenkins' version of "Rollin
celebrated hi~ 36th birthday · Eric Clapton in the meeting of music caused him to be highly
Stone" and .. Down Along the
tomorrow had he not been the minds:Derek And The critical of those recording Cove" shows classic blues riffs
-tragically killed in a motor Dominos, "Layla."
artists who solely create for the
The incredible floating slide sake of money or ego. •• About as does his playing on John
cycle ccident October 29, 1971
Hammond's version of "Shake
in
on, Georgi~ .
. sic solos in.:D. m~f\. the :5eerit11 the. nicest~9u ca~~pla); is just P Fo111Me~ and Clarence Carter's
crescendos
,.·
and
.
dimaxes
.
~
pre$~ved from hi~'ttne~ Ci ur
for ·not.bing.-And it's :.poi rrealJy . "The Roattruti-Uve.'71 1 I! P'.Ji·•
ye a r rec o rd in g. career, "Mountain Jam" and th
for nothing-it's for your own
The list of prominent
innovative style of the electric subtle, bird-like sounds at the personal- satisfaction and other musicians that Allman did
slide playing, has secured him a very end of "Layla" are just a people's, rather then for any
sessions with i'ncludes -Wilson
permanent spot _ among the few of the songs in which kind of financial thing, .. Pickett, Aretha Franklin,
world's premiere players. It's Allman brought electric slide .Allman told Shane in a series of Delaney and Bonnie Bramlett,
frustrating to listen to his music guitar to_new plateaus.
interviews called the Duane Ronnie Hawkins and Boz
In an interview in: Guitar Allman Dialouges. '' A lot of · Scaggs·
and remember he was only 24
debut album which
years old when , he died, just Player magazine Clapton bread hangs people up; they try featured Allman 's incredible
beginning to discover ~md praised Allman's slide too hard. You can either do solos on "Loan Me A Dime".
explore his creative potentials. innovations · stating "No one something or you can try to do
It's difficult to ponder the
Yet 11 years after his death, was opening it up until Duane - .something. Whenever you 're musical directions that Allman
showed
and
played
in·
a
·
Allman 's work doesn't receive
trying to do something, you would have gone in had he
the attention it deserves. The completely different way."
ain't doing nothing."
. survived. One of the last songs
Allman was the first to fuse
recent return to popularity of
Born in Nash ville, Tennessee he played on, Dickey Betts'
many 60's bands and twin-harmony guitar melodies, in 1946 and raised both there "Blue Sky". pointed to a
an effect popularized by the cu;d in JacksonviJlc, FloridA, fluwiug, counhy 1ock :50und
performers, Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Janis western swing bands . of the Allman was heavily influenced wich virtually spawned the
Joplin, The Doors, and J imi '30's; into contemporary rock by the great black · southern entire southern rock sound.
Hendrix, completely passed and blues. Such Allman blues men, Robert .Johnson, ,
He may have gone into jazz
over Allman. He is virtually Brother's standards as Blind Willie .McTell, and fusion. "Miles Davis does the
"Revival"
and
"In
memory
of
ignored by radio stations. Have
Elmore James among his best job, to me, of portraying
you ever seen a Duane Allman Elizabeth Reed" are examples favorite. After learning basic the innermost, subtlest, softest
poster or button? Duane of this style which many '70's guitar licks from his brother, feeling in the human psyche" he
Allman has become a forgotten bands went on to adopt.
Gregg, Duane was soon once said.
Accounts by Allman's . playing any chance" he could,
legend.
Regardless of the directions
The legend developed out of friends and fell ow musicians eventually quitting high school he choose he would undoubted·
show
Duane
to
have
been
an
his greatest and most popular
a few years later to totally ly have changed music just as
works, produced in the period extremly energetic good dedicate himself to playing he had done when he was alive.
betwten the formation of The humored person whose spirit guitar.
Duane Allman didn't smash
Allman Brothers Band in revolved around a love of
· The early . blues influences his guitar into his amp, or set it
music;
playing,
listening
and
March of 1969 and his death in
are especially present in much . on fire or parade around the
the pleasure it gives.
1971.
of his electric and acoustic slide stage in tight pants. He played
"That's what I love man, to guitar and dobro playing. his guitar, and perhaps did it
It was within this time period
that Allman 's guitar work was hear that backbeat popping, Recordings of his work as the better then anyone else ever
the driving force behind the that damn bass plonkin • down, top session guitarist in the has.
brilliant first four Allman · man. Jesus God!" he once said Muscle Shoals, Alabama
Brothers albums (The Allman in an interview published in the · recording studios between 1968
Duane Allman, An Anthology and '69 show this clearly.
Brothers Band,ldlewild South,

By Matt Purwiu

presents

THE MOTELS
December 12
8:00 p.m.Tickets on sale
MUB ·t icket office Nov. 22 _·
$7 .50 students
$9.50 general

GENERAL M·E ETING Mon~ Nov. 22, 7:00 p.m.
for all those interested in

.Reproductive
Health C 9 re~
A team of health care
professionals offerin~

GYNECOLOGICAL
SER\1CES
-f_ • in all · ~J)C.(."ts of.J
· wdmcn's health ~·arc and 1· f • ,;
~,1c<.:ologkal surge!)-,
induding office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINATIONS
All services provided hy an
OB/GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

services also include
* Birlh Control Counselin!(
• Pro Choice Pregnanc_r CoweltnK
* FREE Pregnanc_r Testing
• £1•eninK Hours
* Sliding Fee Scale
• (ontplete (U N f/VJ:.NIIALII Y

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. As..c;;n.
152 Court St.
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462
. Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 ani - 5 pm ·

!

SHARI
THECOSTOF

L~,~~

®

AMERICAN CANCER soc1m.
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( continued from page 3)

Besides the reluctance to let . moving into Smith, she feels
Smith, a traditionally women's the dispersal method is much
dorm turn co-ed, residents healthier for the international
expressed other concerns about students.
••Asa black student, I felt like
the structure of their dorm.
.. She (Bischoff) said there a foreigner at first," she said.
would be offices on the first Bµt.,M:or.rispn qujckly. became
·oor," said Lisa Morrison, a 3- friends with. ,d<1i"mniate ancf
semester resident. .. I think this . learned to interact.
will take away from the family
Discussion on the issue at the
type atmosphere we're all used Senate meeting revealed that
to. It'll become just like many senators disagreed with
Huddleston."
_Residential Life's philosophy
Sh_e also objected to the fact that International House
that Residential Life would be students needed to live together
screening occupants who in their own house.
currently reside in Smith to see
.. We are all students," said
if they could stay.
Senator Deb Leber, .. We have
••1t•s like uprooting the segregated them (in the mini
dorm," another resident dorms). Now people are trying
agreed.
to make the International
Morrison is a member of a Students more visible. But this
minorities forum on campus, solution i~ just 5cg1 cgatiug
and although she wouldn't them again. Is there really a
mind the international women _need for a house, or_ ...q1st a

ua Bronda ·

center?" she asked.
Jim Carroll, who had once
seen the plan to convert Smith
as a .. flawless" one, raised more
questions on the issue.
..If two-thirds of the dorm
wete Amencan students1 'anci 11
ori~-fhn:a ;, inte nat'i ortal
freshmen, the decision would
have to be made each year to
either kick out one-third of the
American students or kick out
the international students to
make room for the new
international freshmen," he
pointed out.
He also felt that if he were a
foreign student he would prefer
to be in the .. mainstream rather
than the limelight," with ' the
opportunity to interact with a
variety of_ (?_ther students.

at Leal

1

!

SAVE ON
EVERY PAIR!

742-1893

Broadway

t

l

l

Dover, N.H.

SENATE, page 18
_,;;;;,
·>

SEASON DEBUTI

UNH WOMEN'S BASIIETBALL

us.

WEST POINT
TICKET SPECIAL
2-FOR-1

Happy Thanksgiving
from

Buy one,

get the second
one free.

Adults-$3 Stuq.ents- $2 UNH Students-$ I

Your Durham Red Cross Blood Services
See you in December!
Sunday, December 5th- 12 to 5
Monday & Wednesday December 6,7,8- 10-3
MUB

·TheUNH Glass·
is Baek!
This 16 ounce drinking glass,
handsomely embossed with the
University of New Hampshire Seal,
is available at the Durham

Presents

BURGER KING

French Post Cards
and
Shampoo
In The MUB PUB
Tonite At 7:00
Food & Drink Served

While supplies last, order a
Whopper, French Fry and a
regular~ized iced drink ...
and keep tfle glass.

--

~

BURGER

®

KING

~

I

.l
l
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-ASSAULTS(continued from page 14)

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
I tNOW WHAT THtY'~c
MOST HOCKEY FANS
'THIN/:./Nfr ,; . 7HEY THINK.
,-____,~... ~ 'fHIN"' ,FJi! A--•·. """"-.,_...,~._ ., -Al.1;; I PfJ. clS- ;;rtJST SIT
REM:"~ee OF~
~'lff'J1'~mrlf'7Hi
Be/N&- A H()CK£Y C.OACl-1 1
&AME ... UK.EIT WAS
''NoTHIN6- n, IT" THEY'RE
SOME SD~TOF Sl.JIJDAY
P~OBABLY SAY/N6-,.,
'/>JlNIC. OR. SOl'1ETH/Nfr,, ,

By BfilON O'CONNOR-

.-----------.THEY CAN'r Al'PR.F.CIATE

711(" P,.ESSU/i?.E. 1 THEY
JfAVE NO 1/)€1+ WHA'T A
ST~/N THIS IS ON rtY
Wc~VES .. . Of?. WHA1
Ii Docs TO A SENS I -

:rusr

I
WISH U.N.H,
WOUU) INSTALL T.V. SeTS
/IJ HE,E S() I ,(!)UL/)1:-"-,
AT LE/AST WATc.H
J
THE DAMN GAf/{ .'!
r

T1VE STOMACH U~£MINE!

.J-::.

\

fMl&~~

m@X§>G1J ••.
oo .e

0
0

s,

~_, _!Ir JEFF Mac~ELL Y

SJIOE

~VD. ITvWNTWOO<-

By BERKE BREATHEQ

BLOOM COUNTY
N501He ~

~ R)R ~ <.00<5
GOOP. CORN UPOO FUINT5,,.
WH€Af VP1HR6E,- SOY

Ht.\9H?

,

VP1WO.

/'

~'TRY
I
lfllAf{t,.

WHAT?

FUT

BfMS R>WN ~ M
Rite VP FOUR.

NON

HUH?

P6NOOIN

f

\

1H~ OOY5

i;()WN Af'lli€

FPi/1\RER>Rf
AReGerTIN'
A MIGHT
"re51Y.

)

,-: ----

CROSSWORD

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU ·

=~-

AR& YOUKJPPIN6? r-i ,ca:_
IE'P l<//.J.,. 70 8e IN I ~ 7HIS

IT! He'PPLAY7HE
PAMN ~ IF HE 1lJ,J17Y FOR
H/J./)70!

among the top unreported
crimes 1n the United States. Of
the five women interviewed,
only one reported her
experience to the Durham
police.
.After being'chased by a man
in the1dar following he'r, Marie
called her parents, and her
father told her to go to the
police. She did.
"They were wonderful. They
were sympathetic. They didn't
treat me like some paranoid
student," she said.
Denise, on the other hand,
hadn't gone to the police right
away. Two days afer her
experience, a friend talked her
- into calling the police. The man
she was supposed to talk to was
on another line, and she was

told he'd call her back. He
didn't. She called again the next day
and said she wanted to report
an incident of sexual
harassment. Again she was
told the man to talk to wasn't
available and would call her
back. Again he didn't.
"If you can't trust the police
to call you back, who can you
trust?" she asked.
All five women agree their
experiences made them more
a ware of the existence of sexual
harassment. None of them had
ever thought it could happen to
them, and · now they will be
more caut10us in the future.
But being careful may not be
enough.
"I don't care what UNH tells
me about lighted pathways and
it's safe to walk around· I don't
care," Karen said. "This was
broad daylight-what good's a
light gonna do me?"
It's frightening to think
assaults can also occur in
daytime, Denise says, because
you can't constantly be walking
with a companion .
.. That's unbelievable~you
can't even walk in the
daylight," she said.
Although she now knows
sexual assaults can and do
occur, Karen says knowledge
won't keep it from happening
again.
Whenever she sees a man
walking towards her, whe looks .
for a place to run away-just in
case.
.. I'm more aware these things
can happen," she said, .. but
not any safer."

I'm

HIM ..

-SENATE( continued from page 17)

ACROSS
1
8
13
14
.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
28
31
32
33
36
40
41

Sla ngy c hil dren
Mixes
Bak ery i t em
Inc r ustat ions on
old co ppe r coins
Oxygen-supplying
appara tus
Oescendin t of Esau
Hos t 1 ike J ack
Spr at's food
La bel
Ha ve with
(ha ve connec t ions)
Mischi e vo us child
Suffu fo r maso n
Pla nt ag a in
Certa i n doc tors ,
,for short
Swls s ri ve r
Fol lowers of Lions
and Tigers
Anny office rs ,
(ab br.)
San Coll ege entrance
exam
Neces sity fo r
7-0own
• J ongg
Impudence

42
44
45
46
47
49
52
53
54
55
56
57

Hore suitable
Si mia n
Likely
Shoe part
Ty pe of ball·
player
Nove li s t France
At om App li ed an oi ntment
Ra pid ly -.,.tu ring
pl a nts
Like some ki t che ns,
in col or
Hel d bac k, as
wate r
So unded a warn ing
s i gna l

DOWN
1 Hav ing onl y
ma gnitude
2 Cashed a pawn , in
che s s
J Hoist
4 Beg inning of George
Wa shing t on saying
5 Part of i=p rt
6 Ri ng dec i s ions
7 Span i sh pa in te r
8 J azz dance

9
10
11
12
14
15
24
25
26
29
JO
JJ
34
35
37
38
39
43
4S
48
49
SC
51

Wel I- known ma gazine
Honogram companent
Knocki ng sound
Singer Pet e , and
fam ily
Conf essors
Tracy/.!fepbu rn mo vi e
(2 wds.)
Ou t erga nne nt, as
a fu r
Ones who impair
Stiff-collared
jacke ts
8uyi ng everything
in sight (J wds.)
Short •bil l ed rail
Ga thered toge t he r
Town on sou t her n
t ip of N. J . (2 wds)
Toe Al bany, i n r e la t i ori
to New Yo r k City
Wa s a t op (2 wds .)
Gr eek
Like a cla r ine t or
oboe
Sap-s ucking insect
of Wight
Rent a l lis t ings
( a bb r .)
"l ay me ... "
Love , i n Spa i n

Crossword Answers page 6

Ult~ONOUR.
NAY, KIP! THIS

CAlL5FORA

C£/.£IJRATOI!

I

IFYOIJ
INSIST!

I

- Bill Kidder, associate dean of
students, said that suggestion
among others had been
considered, but that Smith was
chosen because of its size and
ideal location.
He also suggested that the
idea of dispersal might breed
isolation and seemed to feel
that common living quarters
for international students was
important.
Burns said that over the next
two weeks, her Residential Life
council will be talking with
international students and
collecting a variety of the
solutions to the problem of the
International House. Some
time after Thanksgiving, a
proposal for an alternative
suggestion on the Smith Hall
situation will be submitted to
the Senate for approval.
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-- ------..CALDWELL---(continued from page 1)

had not been set up yet,
-·according to Caldwell. ·
u1 didn't really have any
choice," Caldwell said.
_
Dean Kidder would not
comment on Caldwelrs case. he
dip, however, say it was the
choice of the"hearing officer to .

have an open hearing in which
the public is allowed, or a
closed hearing in which they
are not.
.
An officer would choose to·
have a closed hearing to focus
on the issues of the case without
any interfet'ence from an_

audience, Kidder said.
Caldwell told Dean Kidder
he felt he had been treated
unfairly.
"I felt I was getting the shaft
and he said I would find a lot of
thai in life,':,~catdwell s"id~·.

Across from the bandstand
Downtown Exeter ·

Y(XI .D ESERVE THECREDITt
Join the thous~ds .of studenis who have earned colleg
credits studying abroad in CCIS progra'!'s.
·

American Cancer Society

2,000,000 people fighting cancer.

·LOW COST .·_QClAUTY PROGRAMS
·.FIIYAIYCIALAID AVAILABLE
ENCiLANO ISR.A.EL IRELAND GHANA SPAIN ITALY
DENM~RK EGYPT SWITZERLAND MEXICO CANADA

l'IllISH WITH STYLE!

FRAN~£ JNDIA CERMANV

.

ACADEMICALLY-RELATED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MANY TJNH MAJORS.
SECOND SEMESTER OR
SUMMER SESSION '83

SPRING SEMESIER IIY DCIBLIN
.

.

.

.

.

.

.·INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12-15-CREDlrS
SUMMERPROGRAMSAT1RINITYCOLLEGE
DCIBLlff

'dlllv'BBSI'l'Y OJ' R.H.
l'IBLD BXPEBIERCIIS
VERRE'ITE HOUSE

~--~.I

r1 ·

.. ...., pJ

862-1184

Dr. John J. McLean

.

Mohegan Community College
. Norwich, CT ()(µ60 ·
: · 88&1931 X243_

COLLEGE CONSO.RTl<JM FOR INT-E RNATIONAL

, l'IBLD JIXPJJBIBRClll
CAIi' GIVB YOU' TJIB BDGB
- IK TJIB LORG B.'1111.

The UNH Dist~nguished . .
Alumni Seminar Series
/' presents

,. •

.

' •

~ j _;, ... ~;:! ii

STUDIES

~ i..

SKI PARKA SALE
THE NORTH FACE

SK/PARKAS

20% .OFF

Now Until Thanksgiving Break

JOHN W. IRVING
Class ofl 965 and Author of

The World According io Garp
and The Hotel New Hampshire
Public reading from his latest work

THE CIDER HOUSE _RULES
Date: Monday, November 22
Time: 8:00 p.m. ,.
Place: Granite State Room; Memorial Union
Building
Admission is Free -- Ope~ to all UNH Students,Faculty and
Staff
For Information Call 862-2040

'--

____ lllildtrniss Crails
Pettee Brook Lane
Durham. New Hampshire 03824
Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5
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CLASSIFIED

ROX THE FOX. You are too much!! Thanks
for brightening my day Tuesday with the
balloons, I needed the lift. Vou bet your
a** rm psyched for the PD. It's a fact that
we'll outlast our dates-especially Drolet
the lightweight! As far as this week is
conce~ned, I'm in the same·boat so good
loclno us! Keep in the back of your mind
GORHAM! Love ya, Lisa

Scribbet : Wish th~re 'still was serious
likelihood! Don't believe you were right.
but...Think of you and still care for you!CKL
Happy Belated "19th" Birthday Marybeth
"Opie" Haller! Hope you enjoyed your
cookie!

Hey Joe, how many Cookie Jar Donuts
can you eat? I ate 6 (only $1 .00) in 15
minutes yesterday before my 8 :00 Class.
Can you beat that? Barney.
Hey Rob: I know my form isn't perfect yet,
but I'll work on it! Oh, and next time I'll
wear the harness. okay? Mae.

Hey! Lou. Tony, Hank and Spud, what are
John, John, and Jon, Elaine, Karen and
ya doin? I decided to write a personal to
Sheila ... get psyched to embarrass the hell
Bewildered Beam. I'm just the person
my favorite "Real Men"(beep beep).
out of Laura Saturday night at the big shin
you're looking for·. All my friends tell me I
How·s your mother? We've had an
dig! Should be an awesome meal. .. meet
look like him. I'm really interested in
intense season together, I'm sorry to see
at 5 p.m . in the single for cocktail hour.
meeting you, and if you are too, give me a
it end so soon. But you can still "~uke
OK? Love. the Dacquiri Queen.
call ·at 2-3368
Me" any time you want. I'm really looking
To
everyone who made my 19th birthday
forward to next, when we 're really gonna
Tamera-rm so happy to have-you for a big
the best ever--thank you, you guys are the
"Blow Doors". As friends you guys are the
sis! You're the greatest! Get psyched for
greatest.
.. ! love you all. Robin .
best. I love you to the max! Hugs & Kisses,
the P.D. this weekend cuz we're gonna go
Flush
Ride needed to Needham / Wellesley area
wild!Love, Sue
for Tuesday, Nov. 23 ... contact BeeZee on
ATTENTION! Tuesday, NOVEMBER 23rd
Tricia, report to your advi~r immediately.
first floor Devine.
is CINDY Adam's 20th birthday, so if you
I believe it concerns academic probation.
ALL OF US at the University wi5h Mary
happen to see her, give her a big kiss.
Not to worry. You can always clean
She'll love it. really . They don 't nickname
and her ear a rapid recovery.
bathrooms in Hunter Hall for a living!
her Roxanne for nothing.
Cheer up. Things aren't so bad!
Oh-that was nice you guys.
Hey Jayne-Look! your very first personal. - Stephen & Vinnie-The two most
LIFESAVER : Thanks for bringing me those
wonderful guys around. I'm glad you've
If you're flattered, I'm glad. Do you know
wonderful Cliffs Notes. They really helped
finally come to your senses. Thanks for
what it takes to write one of these things?
me understand what I read, andtheygave
the sweet nothings and even if you do live
Thanks for making my 21st birthday
me a great review. You and Cliffs Notes
In a flSntank ll 'S Okay Wltll rllt:: . IJy U,t:: way,
something special. So what 1t things
are Number 1 in my book! Whaddya say
never go as planned. Just think soon we , Richard G. doesn 't even come close-Your
we head out to Walden's Pond for a
Baby Chrissy Pissa
can do some real "neat" things, legally.
Thoreau -ly good time? BREATHING
Do me a favor, Jayne; why don't you tell
EASY.
Workstudy Students-Jobs now available
me next time my knight in shining armor
in MUB . Apply with Personnel
ARE YOU A NICE LOOKING GUY WITH A
is standing around the corner. P.S. You're
Coordinators in Administration Office,
GREAT PERSONALITY? If you are, bring
not a boob. But if you still insist on it, from
MUB .
yourself
and a friend, just as nice, to
one boob to another, ar.en't you glad we 're
Nick's upstairs. Sat. night (11 /20)at 9:00.
The "ELECTRIC NOSE" loves you!
the same cup size? Thanks for everything.
We too, are cute and fun loving, and FULL
Love ya, Andrea
Lynn & Lauren : It's so great to have you
OF HELL and we'd like to meet you! The
here! Never forget Halloween weekend in
The UNH Bookstore's primary objective
password? - " Can I buy you a glass
Vermont : Vintage Lowenbrau. the Club- will always be to stock a wide variety of
(carafe)(bottle) of chablis?" See you there!
it was the best! WO! (Well. we ' ll hope so).
books in support of your educational
M&W
Canada and Hampton Beach--watch out!
goals. The addition of clothing. gifts, and
Cathy, KJ. & TSW, Thanks for a delicious
Yo"u guys are the greatest. Love. Sue.
UNH souvenirs has added one-stop
lunch at the NEC the other day. It was
convenience to our store and an exciting
ATTENTION WSBE MAJORS : NewWSBE
terrific!!!! Also. you sure make a mean
product mix. Visit today and discover the ·t-shirts on sale now in Devine 222 . For
birthday
cake ... thanks again, from the guy
change!
$6.50 they are great X-Mas gifts for your
who celebrates his birthday for 8 days
I like all the other stuff at the bookstore.
friends or even yourself.
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY HEIDI! Love.
SKIERS, SPEND SPRING BREAK AT
Looking for some work to help pay the
Janice & Joy
SUGARLOAF. For $179(dbl occ) You'll
rent? Tired of eating Generic Mac and
John - Hope you 're ready to rally on
receive 5 days of unlimited skiing , round
Cheese? Take a look at all the jobs
saturday - a fun time is in store. K-time.
trip transportation via luxury motorcoach,
available at the Student Job Board,
Bugs and Beer, a keg in the car and don 't
Five nights at the luxurious Trailside
located outside the MUB cafeteria .
forget your dancing shoes. Get psyched
Condos and more. $40 Deposit due Dec.
My dearest liebe, MARIANNE : Surprise! I
for a great time. Love, Kath By the way, 3
9. Call Mark Gagnon at 868-1536 for info
just had to make one more BC/ UNH
day recoveries are not allowed!
& reservations
roadtrip before finals and the semester's
To you Gnarlacious Chicks ... Big 5 -BirdLast chance to apply for the position of
end draw near. Congratulations on
Tricia-Sully-Tres : Hope you're up for a
Advertising Associate with The New
making it 4 years as a BC majorette--see
bitch 'n time. Good ole' Gorham will never
Hampshire. Room 108 MUB Deadline
you in Orlando, December 18th?! Looking
.
be the same when we leave. Bird - rally,
11122
.
forward to our " lusty" Thanksgiving
rally, rally, it's you're las P.D. Don't forget
weekend
...
get
psyched
for
Christmas
•
Need Experience in Advertising / Sales?
Sr. awards. Love ya all. Kath
Party, New Years in New Hampshire, and
Apply for the position of Advertising
dinner at Cappriccio ' s (with the
Kath • We love you too!
Associate with the New Hampshire Room
'rents) .. . Thanks for a wonderful
108 MUB Deadline 11122
Hey T.J . - Say Hello to Peter. George, and
semester--I enjoyed every minute we
especially Ryan for me. Have you two
Greg, Beth, and Co, Thanks for those
spent together! Til Wednesday, sweet
been bike- riding lately? Love. JAM
wonderful office decorations on Mondaydreams. and study hard! Lots of love,
-it really made my day, A politically
hugs, and kisses ... Anthony.
Sue K. (Chi-O squatter) Here it is. Your
minded business manager
very own personal. First of all, trade in the
BIRTHDAY BOY: I got you a real present.
Beau but keep the Turbo! Now let
nereaeJessy - I know it was yesterday ..
Copies of Cliffs Notes to match every
somebody else go to work. Also. I'm sorry
but I just had to wish you a very
novel you have to read. I figure that the
~or passing out on you those 2 days. You
"personal" Happy Birthday. Hope you had
Cliffs Notes will help you review faster so
know I can't hold my liquor. Thanks for the
a great day. Love, Diane
we'll have more ti_1ne to celebrate. Cliffs
good
times so far this semester :
Notes now. Good times later. Happy day!
Erin - Hey San Diego kid: I would like to
Halloween party, Pledge Pin for football
PRACTICAL.
take this opportunity to wish you a very
games. Toga Raid. Drinks at Nick's and
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Thanks for being a
Wanted: One male companion for a
just plain ol' conversation . You look very
great roommate - I love our long talks and
desperate woman . All applicants must be
nice in the morning when people are
wine parties. GET PSYCHED for a
tall, dark. and handsome. You must be
trying to serve you breakfast. Keep in
WICKED EXCELLENT weekend! How fun!
willing to put in the hours and work
touch, Don't wait every other week before
love. Diane
overtime on weekends! Contact me- Chris
you call or visit . Have a great semester.
G. It will be well worth your time.
Love, Shoes with help from Snap. P.S. We
Looking for an exciting part time paid
Remember it's wicked good on 2nd floor
like your cute BLUE PANTIES!!!
position? Apply now for a student
Hitchcock
Hall.
secretary position for the Student Activity
Experience in Advertising / Sales. Apply
Fee Council. Start training immediately.
for the position of Advertising Associate
I am looking to buy an electric typewriter
No work study necessary. Approximately
in good/ excellent condition . If you've got
with the New Hampshire
10-15 hours per week. Apply to SAFC
one to sell, call Jennifer at 868-9813 or · WHAT A GREAT JOB!!!!!!!
chairperson, Room 154, MUB.
862-1133

D.L. FINEGAN: Congrats kiddo, you did it!!
ATTENTION : Today is HEIDI HELD's
You'll be a CA girl at last! Was there ever a
Birthday! We all hope you have a good
day, even though "You've changed"
doubt? I hope S_a n Diego is ready for you
Beware of Kool-aide Punch and Kahlua
(are you on speed?!) because I sure as hell
know you're ready for San Diego. We' re
on the rocks! We love you! Your X-sen
Home
gonna miss you at Camp UNH. I don't
know what 3rd floor Hetzel's gonna do
Dear Daniel, Hi Cutie. What 's up? I'm
without Mom Finegan--who will keep us
being STRANGE RIGHT now, as I haven 't
in line??!! We'll miss you in Alton next
been in a while .... l'm watching the time
semester.but just leave the keys and we'll
widdle away. I have an exam on
manage to have a good time (we always
Wednesday and I should be studying but I
do!) Well kid, we practically drowned the
just can't seem to get my mind off your
floor with our tears, and the champagne,
masculine body. Right now I'm sitting at
well ... tee-hee. You 're gonna have a
the typewriter in my sexy black sweats
helluva next semester, and I'll manage , (they are sexy, aren 't they?) and my ·long.
OK too with my new CA roomie, whoever
luscious hair is flowing gracefully around
he ...oops ... I mean she may be. You
my voluptuous body. My thoughts are
knocked yourself out and it paid off--go for
wandering back to an evening filled with a
the gold baby! You deserve it! Mama and
moonlit sky and steamed up windows.
Papa and Nana Pasquale are happy for
The headlights of the police car flashed in
you too! Love, Ang. P.S. Actually the truth
our eyes and the look on your face could
is that I'll miss your stereo- -can you leave
not keep me from laughing. Thank God
it with me?!
the car started that's all I can say! Right
Looking for an exciting part time paid
now I'm missing Bruce Springsteen,
champagne, your truck, my beach, and
position? Apply now for a student
secretary position for the Student Activity
you . Love, Me
Fee Council. Start training immediately.
The UNH Bookstore has 3000 square feet
No work study necessary. Approximately
of store area dedicated to the sale of
10-15 hours . / wk . Aoolv to SAFC
26 , 000 titloc of :, \Nidc, varic,ty of bookt.>
chairperson. Rm . 154. MUB.
We also have six square feet of groceries.
UNH Departments will discover the best
Get psyched CREW! Men 's Novice team
wholesale office supply prices at the UNH
shall dominate at the Foot of the Charles
Bookstore. 25% off retail. Compare and
this weekend. Thanks for all the back rubs
support your University store.
and hugs! Scott - you WIMP! Dan - get a
clue! Steve - my faithful bodyguard! Bob PCHS : Hope you like drinking and dancing
vodka daiquaris Saturday night??!!
to tunes
Cause that's what we'll be doing
Christopher H.- This weekend is going to
starting Saturday at noon
be alot of fun . Thanks for accepting my
We won't start too early and the night
invitation. Maybe we 'I find a good cabin.
will be late
LN 143
What happens after that we ' ll leave
Bill. get a REAL job
up to fate
This pledge dance is going to be so
Thanks again for a GREAT birthday!!!!.
much fun; So get psyched
to have a
Jim
great time hon! Love, LG.
Matt M., on the night of the starduster- Hey Nurd--Meet me at Arby's Saturday
have a wet dream or what?! Ha Ha Ha.
for lunch! Your roomie.
To Dickie: "BALIF" wack that mans'
Hey Laura "Business Woman" Alvord :
peepee!
Are you nervous? Are you nervous? Come
Lofts: Are you tired of a crowded room?
on-- with you behind the wheel, all will be
Need some extra space? Then you should
smooth-. (My finger~ are crossed.
consider investing in the practical use of a
anyway!) Just make sure you take a tr-ip by
loft. They are sturdy. durable, and
our table, so we can give you a pat on the
freestanding. All lofts are regulation
back. Buena Suerta. Chica. Love, the one
height and will look great in any size
who tried desperately to lose her ticket in
room . Lofts 'lre available now for a
the dining hall. but you caught me.
reasonable price. To place your order or
TOP QUALITY WINTER JACKETS FOR
for more information, call Paul at 868THE ENTIRE FAMILY AT WHOLESALE
983<Tor 2-1292. leave a message if I'm
PRICES.- BUY NOW WHIE SUPPLIES
not there and I'll get back to you.
LAST. IF INTERESTED, CALL PAUL OR
Tracy C.: I wasn't too crazy about being
CHRIS COMEAU AT 2-1590 FOR AN
interviewed but now it so bad. If you ever
APPOINTMENT.
fall off a bridge, I'll try to save you . Jim.
Help! I lost my tan wool-felt hat with a
Phil: Hey Phil Dear. Although your cakes
dark brown band, on Wednesday.
went down hill since I left I guess that
November 10th at about 2: 15 p.m. It has a
goes to show you I was a pretty good·
lot of SENTIMENTAL VALUE, please.
decorator huh. Have a good Thanksgiving
whoever found it, call Kim at 868-1881.
"pop." Your son Jim.
Thankx .
HappybirthdayHollyJohnsonhappy
DAVE : Happy 21st kiddo! Glad you
birthdayHollyjohnsonloveJMM&RLP
grabbed me for Garp the other night.. .l
happybirthdayHollyJohnsonhappy
had a blast! We'll have to dosomethingto
birthdayHollyJohnson
really celebrate after Thanksgiving (when
I can play too!) How about Happy Hour at
Arthur Founier: Hope you're feeling well
the Dolphin Striker for old times sake?
and have a great Thanksgiving.
Plan on it!! Love ya, Robin .
I don't care what they say, some of those
TRIXY, SATURDAY IS THE BIG DAY!
Student Press people are really all right!
Here's some_advice. 1. Stay behind me
Sherie: This weekend is going to be
when we race, you'll get a great view of
something unbelievable! Get psyched for
my terrific a--. 2.
Wear swimming
a good time at the PD. P.S. Thanks for
go~gles.. because the intensity of my
kidnapping me Wednesda',' night! Love.
swimming causes tidal waves of
Stacey.
backwash. 3. Everyone's betting against
you . Want me. always, Albert.
Mike: Silly Mikie, baaaaah . No show
Jimbo.
Tracy Carlson does too get personals
sometimes!!!!
UNH BAND & CO .(Especially NM 2
alumni): Get psyched to boogie down at
the banquet on Sunday! Due to the
presence of certain parental units, there
will be no toothpaste skit this year
(awwww), and Roy won't be there due to
an Emergency Senate Meeting (we'll
miss you I), but the rest of us will have a
blast! See you therel

COMMUNICATION/BUSINESS MAJORS!

WOKING FORWARD TO A CAREER IN ADVERTISING/SALES?
Get sonie experience in the field now!

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is now accepting
applications for the position of

ADVERTISING ASSOCIATE
Pick µp applications in Room 108 MUB

DEADLINE NOV. 22
APPLY NOW!

My name is Holly Johnson and for my
birthday today I want a bathtub full of
jello, a garden hose and the front line of
th6 Houston Oilers.
Joyce: Hi "Bimbo," Hope you have a good
turkey day. Jim.
Jane and Grace: Thanks--you're the
bestest roomies ever. Jane; now I really
do owe you one. Ginger.
JOEY: So you picked the big time! Happy
Birthday, you ITAUAN STALLION. We
love you, the gang on 10th.
Happy Birthday Hollyl!! We love you-j&r.
Tim.is beef fondue ok with you? What
night?How about after Thanksgiving.
Spice
Horseback riding partner wanted to help
exercise my horses . Must ride
Hunt/Balance seat, live w/i 20 minutes
of LEE. and be,very experienced ("B" Pony
Club lever or above). No exceptions as
horses are green. Call Holly at 659-5274.
To Joe Smith (Rm. 203) and his friends:
What a wild weekend! You guys gave a
great concert Friday night; its too bad
someone had to wake up at 6 :30 Saturday
morning! You're all a bunch of Sugar
Honey Ice Tea Heads ... next time we play
that game don't pick on Dip so much and
before we sink the cup we better go over
the rules. The Hussey had a nice weekend
at home but will be sure to catch up with
you NoFos in the near future as we're
sure Spit will too. The other loungette
says she's sure to participate next time so
get ready for some more wild times-Oamn'tl loungettes & Co.
Dip-What I wanna know is how can
"Starsky and Hutch" be one word?
Holly J.-HBDay from me too-jc
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1974 Porsche 914. 2 liter. New paint.
battery, SS htr. boxer $3900. Very good
cond. Call 964-6636 .
Ope. Gi_bson steel S\fing guitar $175 and
one Aria guitar steel string with mother 9f
pearl inlay $175. Both in excellent
condition or best offer. Call 742-5491
after 4 :00.
1 pair ladies size 7½ Nordica "Alpine" ski
boots. Great shape!!! $35. Also 1 ladies
size medium "Sportscaster" goosedown
jacket. Navy blue. Part of Gunstock Ski
School uniform ... $40. One women's Vita
Sprint 10 speed bicycle. Good condition . $
negoti"able. Call Lee 868-1150.
Sewing kits save 30-50% on top quality
down vests. mountain parkas. daypacks,
tote bags, bike bags, comforters, others.
No patterns- fabric pre-cut! Available
mail-order or at our factory . Free
brochure. Timberline Sewing Kits. Box 1
126-U2. Clark St., Pittsfield, NY 03263.
1972 Chevy Malibu $250 or B.O . 70,000
miles. Needs a new radiator because of
hit and run . Was running fine, new
battery, new plugs, and plug wires. Must
sell-need $ for DWI fine. Call 868-9872,
868-9615. Ask for J .D.
1976 PLYMOUTH ARROW. Excellent
condition. Good gas mileage, uses regular
gas, snow tires, AM / FM / cassette stero,
4 speed standard, $1195. Call 868-2470
before 10 PM . Ask for AHen. '79 VW Rabbit. Excellent condition and
expertly maintained. One owner. 69,000
miles. A bargain at $3,000 firm . Eves:
772 -2940. Days 862-2419.
Cross country ski package. Jarvinen
waxless fiberglass 205 cm. Nordic boots
and poles . Only used once! Like new!
Worth $180, asking $70. Call Tony after
3:30 pm 778-0616.
Snow tires. 1 pair Goodyear F32 radials.
Size 195/75R 14. 1 year old, less than
5000 miles. Phone : 868-7319. 11/23

OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer / year
round. Europe, S. Amer ., Australia, :Asia.
All fields. $500-$1200 · monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box 52NY Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 .
Need a job? There are many different jobs
listed on the Student Job Board located
between the Cafeteria and Strafford
Ro6m
in lhe MUS.
1
Get a job!
WORK IN FRANCE, JAPAN, CHINA! No
experience, degree, or foreign language
required for most positions. Teach
conversational English. Send long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for
details. ESB-35B, PO Box 336, Centralia,
WA 98531.

WORK STUDY STUDENTS- limited
positions available in MUS. Apply now
with Student Personnel coordinators in
Administrators Office. MUB.
·
MARKETING RESEARCH FIELD
EXPERIENCE (#82136) Semester II. Part
time hours arranged but full time
committment March 3-6. Design and
conduct survey, compile and report
results No reimbursement Portsmouth
area near Kari-van. Deadline 12/ 17 / 82.
Contact Field Experiences, Verrette
House, 862- 1184.
MARKETING AIDE FIELD EXPERIENCE
(#82053) Semester II. Part-time hours
arranged. Assist in prepars'ltion of mail
order catalogue and marketing plans.
Dover area, on Kari-van . No pay. Deadline
12/ 17182 . Contact Field Experiences,
862-1184.
MARKETING OR FINANCE FIELD
EXPERIENCES (#82111) Summer 1983.
Worcester, MA area . Paid. Full-time.
Admn . major with emphasis on marketing
or finance . Must have completed junior
year and going to be senior. Exceptional
· grade point average. Deadine December
6, 1982. Contact Field Experiences,
Verrette House, 862-1184.
Workstudy students- positions now open
in MUB. Apply with personnel
coordinators in Admininstrators office,
MUB . 11 / 30

9]

Free kittens . Call 868- 7319. 11123
For sale: 1974 BMW 2002 tii. New
radials . Recently tuned . Excellent
condition . Must sell. Asking $4800. Call
207-439-2227 after 5.
1975 Toyota Corolla 2-door sedan, new
copper metalic paint. exhaust, brakes, lots
more. can be seen at 45 Mill Rd. Or call
Mark at 868-1361 . Please leave name
and number . Asking $1800or B.O. 11123

r

-~elp Wanted

lrff

...Jt

Looking for an exciting part time paid
position? Apply now for a student
secretary position for the Student Activity
Fee Council. Start training immediately.
No work study necessary . Approx. 10- 15
hrs / wk . Apply to SAFC chairperson , room
154. MUB .
MARKETING / SALES AIDE FIELD
EXPERIENCE (#82135) Semester II. Fullor part time . Manchester Area . Major
office products company. $6 .90 Hr.
Minimum part time 1s 20 hrs a week .
Assist in all aspects of sales / marketing .
Admn . major with computer familiarity.
3.0 average. Deadline 11 / 3/ 82. Contact
Field Experience. Verrette House, 8621184.
INSIDE SALES FIELD EXPERIENCE
(#82134) Semester II and Summer 1983
positions . Full -time . Major consumer and
household goods manufacturer . Newbury
MA area . S160 week & comm ission (est .
$150-250 week) . Contact dealers and
wholesalers by phone to sell products.
Admn . maior. or any major interested in
sales. Deadline 11 / 18 82 . Contact Field
Experiences. Verrette House, 862-1184.
WE NEED HELP !
MICROCOMPUTER ENGINEER . BS or MS
(EE ) with experie;::;;:; u5;flg !)Qp!..!lar
m1crc_:ip~~cessors at board level; assembly
- language programming skills required;
async, bisync, SDLC comn'lun ications
exper ience desirable;
SENIOR SYSTEMS RPOGRAMMER :
Experience using Macro or C on VAX,
DEC-10. DEC-20, or PDP- 11 required ;
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER : Experience
with C or microprocessor assembly
languages desirable;
CUSTOMER SUPPORT / TRAINING
STAFF : Willingness to travel throughout
US about 4-5 days/ month to conduct
classes at customer sites; must have
some programming experience;
IE systems is a small but rap idly growing
company specializing in microcomputerbased data communications , with
customers worldwide. We offer
competitive salaries and benefits, and an
informal, small town environment on the
NH seacoast.
Reply in writing only, including your
resume to :
Mark Klein, exec. V.P.
IE Systems Inc., Box 359, Newmarket, NH
03857. 12/ 10
Hey there cutie! Love ya. Smile--it makes
•
people wonder!
Need a Job? Check out the STUDENT JOB
BOARD located outside the MUB
Cafeteria. Job Listings are posted daily.
EUROPE: BABYSITTING FOR $. Benefits:
rm/bd, salary, time for travel and study. ·
Information on Switzerland and 12 other
countries. Send $10 cash/check to: C.
Steinbruchel, PO Box 152, 8025 Zurich, .
Switzerland.

Apartments for; R4el'L [

Spacious Dover Apt . - 2 bdrm, kitchen,
livingroom - one, maybe both bedrooms
avail. Dec. 1. Each pays $ 150/ mo &
utilities . Please call Sandy immediately,
749-1468

Personals
Ya know, I go throughITTe second, m.aybe
third gear, occasional overdrive.
Wonce again-WIDE NEEDED TO
WORCESTER! If you can pwovide a wide I
wiww wespond with some pweasan:
company . I would weawwy appweciate
sh awing youw transpowtation . caww me,
Tom in woom 201 Awexandah , 2- 1617.

Sue S-We are going to have the best
time this weekend at the PD. I just hope
our dates can keep up with us! Love ya!
Tamera
Mark-I hope· you had an excellent
Birthday . You deserve it!!! I'm really
looking forward to the PD. We 're going to
, nave-fhe1>est fime eve1. trsa . · Cathy Callinan-How late are you gonna
stay up at the PD this year . Maybe we'll
make the sunrise . D.W .
Sue Zephir-Your better rest up for the
PD, it's gonna be great!
MUB Building Managers are great! Mary
Jane and Stanley are great bosses.
Mark Sheehan-Happy birthday you
stud-man. San Diego will love ya . L-4 .
Mark, Lisa and Fran-Get ready for a wild
road trip, and a terrific time at the P.D. and
even after the P.D.???? Lisa - just you look
out, EEE EEE!!!(ifyou know what I mean!!)
Baliffl Shut up(
Psychic readings/life purpose
counseling. $10 for students $15 for
others: C:211

for

::>ppt. gsg 609!! .

• Yellow 10-speed: Remember at the
stoplight? You asked where I got that
Cliffs Notes in my basket. Hope the
boQkstore had the one you needed.
They're a great way to save time when
you review. maybe even some extra time
to get better acquainted. Brown 3-speed.
Why pay list price at the Mall? The U.N.H.
Bookstore has Christmas books for
everyone on your list at discount prices.
CJG-lt's gonna be awesome.
Bill Downei-y -hope all is well, sorry to
hear you missed Willy's PD; yes, we all ·
love Willy. But let's breakfast Tues. am.
Let's not get psyched becuase we hate
that but let's just sit back and have a good
one. Your big brother, Bobby.
Big Happenings at South Pine St. tonight .
Olympic medals will be handed out to the
top stair diving enthusiasts (Crock, you
get tlie originality award). Let's get
plowed fellow friends and K-Vanners and
cocktail til we drop! Love, the South Pine
Driving Team Search Committee.
The University Bookstore has over 130
different gift calendars in stock. Shop now
while selection is excellent. All at 20%off.
Judy, Robin, and Joy-We finally got it. I
can't wait until the 3rd. Bring your
muscles and some wine. Next semester's
going the best. Even though we have to
find some doors! Love Deb
ATTENTION: All you athletically inclined
people at UNH and around Durham. The
Reep 557 class- is sponsoring a road race
entitled the " GOBBLE WOBBLE FUN
RUN ". It is 1OK long and their are prizes
for winners . Sunday Nov . 21st at 10 a.m.
Call Reep office for information.

Interested in continuing or learning a
foreign language? Well, Marston House is
the perfect place and has available rooms
·for you . For more information about this
mini dorm, contact David at 2-1163.

Dave Woz. -Hey snappa, I had a great time
talking to you last night, and I couldn 't
agree with you more. It's about t ime we
got to be good friends. I'm psyched that
you're going to California, but bummed
that 1·11 miss my last semester with you.
Let's make up for lost time this semester.
I'm glad you don't mind walking all ov~r
We'll start at the PD this weekend. That is.
'
campus because if I have any say in the
if you 're dance card isn 't already full.
matter--you 'II be doing quite a bit of it in
Guess who?
the future. Hope your back isn't sore
anymore but then again, it probably
A.S . Duncan (ANN) . Here it is? The big 21?
always will. "Oh Heavens!" Love O"ne
November 27th is the day that you are
Brazen Hussey. P.S. The other Hussey
legal everywhere. Remember E.J .'s in
says h i A .H.!
Roweley? Wak ing up the world and
little old men in big maroon cars
scaring
Hi a--hole! No way .. .don 't you dare read
on rte. 128, How about munchi ng out on
-these before they go into the paper !!!
sugar wafers. M & M 's, red licorice,
Guess who.
sundaes. potato chips and dip, and
Ya fat mook! Ill like it!!t!
Entemann ·s pastries (lemon of course )!
HI BUDDY! Did you hear the next
Have you been chasing any more quarters
accounting exam w i1 1 be held on BALD
under the table at Catnip? Any mo.re penpals from Boston? Don 't forget the usual,
_PEAK?
Sharon, Ga il. Kelly, Sue. and the rest of us
_Hey Flem - Sh - -! Dipsh-- ! (Bullsh--?)
still here. What about December 5th . J .
Arrrggghhh !
Geils. The ticket line and hard milk crates,
Hi Squanna : Nacho.
drinking and playing cards, tired eyes and
tired arms and remember t he jerk (who
Anyone going to the Linda Ronstadt
else but my friend Hal , 17) hours of
concert , at the Worchester Centrum Nov
waiting until heaven. Well take care and
20? We need a r ide to and from and we 'll
Happy Birthday, you're a great friend. P.S.
share expenses. Please call Sarah or Lori
Enjoy Cobol. Just me, Fox .
Norrise at 2- 1672 or 868-9837.
Dear Spice: Dinner sounds nice, I'll cook
breakfast though, but don 't tell anyone
you know, leave the night up to me, I'll
make it the best it can be.

Cin - You DO still get personals. You just

- dcn't always see them . Are you psyched
for Nov. 23?????????. A grump.
DAVE " HOTS , :T" DEJAGER - Happy
21st BIRTHDAY!! Wish I could be th ere to
celebrate with you in our usual wild style!
(Pranks included!) Miss y'all! Love, Your
" Hotshit" Big Bro in Texas!!
Sue Zephir-Look out! We 're in for the
craziest weekend ever! And how about
that dinner date some time next week to
recuperate? Get psyched! Love, Your big
sis.
Bill-only one more day to go! Thanks for
the ballons, and roses. and .. ,they mada
my week reaiiy special. Get psyched for
the best P.D. ever! Julie.
Sheep-Baa-a-a-a! Get psyched for DZ's
PD! I hope you don't mind sleeping with
Glen-if you are lucky they will make up a
song about YOU and Vaff. Can sheep be
polar bears too? Don't get your wool wet.
TC
Sharon-We are so glad you are going to
be our third roomie! Don't worry- we
don't have too many bad habits. Love yaTam and Karen
To my gorgeous hunk of beauty. You're a
sweety. Thankyou!.

P.T. PHONE HOME .... Don 't worry, it will
al I work out in the ~nd, it always does, you
can share my date if need be. Love ya,
your roomy .
I have some good ski equipment that I ·
would like to trade for a 6-string acoustic
guitar. If you fill the bill please call Mark at
868-1361 and leave your name and
number .
To my little sis Laurie -Have a great time
this weekend. It's your pledge dance go
nuts. Sorry I won 't be able to share it with
you but I'm sure you'll have a gieai: tim~ .
Ta~€ care. Love Deb.
Need something to do Saturday? Browse
the U.N.H. Bookstore and discover and
world of reading at discount prices. Open
10-4 every Saturday.
PSK-LEM-Get psyched for a wild
weekend. Too bad I can't go nuts with you,
but have a couple for me. Love OLK
Fishy Fishy-Fooled you, you thought this
was a personal for you.
To Dave W .• Danny, Mark, Suzy, Diane.
and Kip. Let's get psyched for a super ride
to Delta Zeta's pledge dance. Remember
'"No" is not an answer. Ellen. PS Deb, it
won't be the same without you.
Hi Pumpkin! I'm trying!!! Love you .

Do you want a change from the usual
dining hall fqod? Come to the student
supper at the Durham Community Church
on Friday, November 19. Dinner will be
served at 6 :30 p.m. Following dinner, a
representative from the University
Christian Movement will speak on bei11q_a
Christian in-the world today, £ome,join in
the fellowship. All are welcome .
Tom, The countdown's begun. It's less
than 10 now, and I love you more than
even. With much love, Diana .
NE plus EN
relationship .

equals

a

shocking

Lefty: Maybe they'll print it Jeffy this time!
Than"ks for the UH, coffee Tuesday night. I
really needed it. By the way, how's your
hearing lately? OOPS. Sorry about the
forehead . Next time. See ya Monday, Your
insomniac
Did you know that used textbooks are 29%
off list price at the U.N.H. Bookstore.
That's all we have for the week folks. But
stay tuned to see if Mary will be
"heartless" on Monday. -

Nancy is Key with Me!
Dave. I think it's time we got a baby sitter
for- "the girls" on Friday and Saturday
nights. They've been reading too much
Tiger Beat Magazine and I caught Pat with
eyeshadow on the other day -I'm very
concerned, Barb: ._.,,t
r
.

a

Laurel, Had· greaf time last Friday night,
hope you did too. Too bad it rained at the
beach . Oh well. A word of caution though
from my friend Confusious, who say that"we all need some space; take too much
and you may get lost, or worse. lose
others."
Snotty Pue, Now that you've hit 20, how
about making youself useful and buying
me a bottle of Lambrusco. You're a little
strange but you are still really special to
me. Happy Birthday. Love always, Sue.
To the aother eee, eee, eee member. Get
psyched for the best weekend ever. How
could we lose with: two wild and crazy
guys (who may get to join our little
illustrious group!!), a seven speed
blender, our own stereo, and total control
of the music that night? Let's pray for a

Hev ChiohPad-havP vn11 t;:i<=tPrlthP Cnr,kio

<=nnwhnund \Atookond -thoy'II bo plonty to

Jar Donuts. Totally awesome. And only
20¢. See you there 6 a.m. Old- Bean

do! (Of course we'll take a raincheck for
Mondays with CP and at Cat-Nip) . Your
the best friend and roommate and I'm glad
it will stay the same next semester too.
Oh, I think we'll make the men get off to
get the towels . Who can it be now.

Hey Jim, let's hear it for the politicians,
the advertisers and all the suckers in the
world. How about getting together, say
the 2nd Friday in February. How about
T.P.? Raybin .
To the SAE Little sister with the cheshire
grin : Congratulations. You deserve it. Boy
will the toads be hopping now! None of
this c'ing your j's incest is best, but is it
worth 25 bucks? Love ya, midget .
To ZOD-26C. is psyched for Thanksgiving
dinner. Can Stroupid, I mean Stroup and I
make dessert or anything.
Skiers. spend spring break at Sugarloaf.
For $_
1 79 (Dbl occ.) You'll receive 5 days of
unlimited skiing. round trip transportation
via luxury motorcoach, five nights at the
luxurious Trailside Condos and more. $40
deposit due Dec. 9 . Call Mark Gagnon at
868-1536 for info and reservations.
· Rox-I've heard of being hard to get a hold
of but this is ridiculous. Dec. 1st it is.
Name the time and place and I'll be there.
Give me a call (ha ha) See you soon. Kel.
Guess what XENO- -it's me again . Can we
switch the conspiracy to Monday, some
time? We're talking "urgent" . Let me
know. Thanks. Zephyr P. Jones.
Hey are you the only one Chris H. hasn't
invited to happy hour .? If so just bring this
personal to the happy hour of your choice
for a free drink compliments of Chris
.
" HH". H.
Aaron-baby and the Dick-man : you will
NEVER know what you missed at the first
annual slumber party. You are cordially
invited to the next one as long as you are
prepared to make youselves vulnerable .
Terry, Denice, Carolyn thanks for driving
to the Big Apple this weekend . We all
appreciated it. Cathy, Allison, Liz, Dedee,
Laurie and Me. P.S. Carolyn I'm still
looking for a G.
PamAb-very early Thursday morn
activities . Unexpected but no problem.
Remember: No biting on the first date. V.
Lowenbrau & J . Molson .
Horseback riding partner wanted to help
exercise my horses. Must ride hunt or
balance seat. live within 20 min. of Lee,
and be very experienced (" B" Pony Club
level or above). No exceptions as horses
are green. Call Holly at 659-5274
Wo-kitten, jump in that Caprice Con
Classic and move yuur carcass to? on Sat .
And don 't forget next Sat . in my
hometown for a real good drunk. You 're
such a real good drunk. And you couldn 't
have been born on a better day. You oow
have a personal, even i f it i s
from ... Aquamange.
Need Advertis·ing / Sales exper ience?
Apply for the position of Advertising
Assoc iate w ith the award w inning New
Hampshir e. Room 108 in MUB Deadl ing
11 /2 2.
Tom C. - Although this personal is almost
one week late, it means as much as if I had
gotten 1t in on t ime. Happy Birthday and.
doesn 't it feel great to be legal in
everyth ing you do.? You are a wickedly
mega awesome person and I hope we stay
fr iends for a long time. Here 's to T & C and
what should be the best night ever. Love a
defensive lineman from way back.
Skiers, Spend Spring break at Sugarloaf.
For$ 179 (dbl occ .) You 'll receive 5 days of
unlimited skiing , round trip transportation
via luxury motorcoach, five nights at the
luxurious Trailside' Condos, and more.
S40 deposit due Dec. 9. Call Mark Gagnon
at 868-1536 for info and reservation.~.
To my roomates : S~;iav R, Usa lhe
wo111e~ 61 ~cr:greve 3rd:· J;ne, A~drea,
juciy, Patty, Linda , Sue, Cindy, Pam,
Allyson, Cherrie, Martha, Deb, and Leslie .
A Jessie Doe girl : Christina, A special guy:
Brian, Dan, Dave & Doug . Thanks so
much for making my. birthday the best.
From my birthday dinner to the
champagne at 12:01 a.m. our fantastic
victory over McGlaughlin, to our late night
early morning visit to Mingles. I had a
great day, and I owe it all to you guys. You
really know how to celebrate with style.
Thanks again, I love ya all, Debi. Oh how
could I forget, to my mystery admirer in
the white turtleneck, thanks for all those
Sloe Gin Fizzes.
Button: Hey beautiful, how's Repro going?
Ever need any help studying let me know.
My door is always open for you. Got a
computer number yet? Love "Hercules ..

KAS -get psyched for a megawicked
awesome time at the PD. Get psyched to
go nuts you are the best ... gag me. Luv ya .
What are you looking for Bill, Scott and
Spiro?
Dave M. - I forgot how you like you eggs,
fried or scrambled? I can't think of which
kind of alcohol is your favorite, I don't
know what color the suit is that you'll be
wearing, so I don 't know what color
flower to get, I've lost track of all the
girlfriends you have. and I don't know
your middle name, but I still think we are
going to have the greatest weekend of all.
Love K.
P.S. Thanks for playing pimp,
hopefully none of it will come crashing in
on us.
To the DZ Spring 1982 Class. Your the
best snappers and will always be special
friends to me. Get ready for this weekend
to totally snap together and hopefully
you'll remember this PD more than the
last one. The Kamikazi Kid.
Denise B. and Brenda S. -was up here this
weekend, couldn't find you . How about a
letter sometime. Beav.
Elly Belly-You 're awesome. Thanx for
everything . Ann .
Do not send mail to Michelle S. She 'll lose
it walking up the back stairs of the MUB. If
you find a letter addressed to her. hand
deliver it to Christensen 8th.

M .A.M. You are a beautiful, wonderful
person with qualities that are so great,
your charm , perserverance, and skill will
help you through all of fate . You are
strong, wise and nobel which will bring
you success in many ways, I am
priveledged, honored, and grateful for our
· friendship throughout the days. Ups and
downs are bound to occur with the
growing and learning of a friend.
Hopefully the ups have outweighed the
downs and will define our friendship 'til
the end . Much love, your " reformed " best
frin-ed . P.S. I owe you one . I hope you
collect .
Mark S. - Oh Happy Day. It certainly
looked like you were having a happy day
last Wed. How long did you celebrate you
B-day for . You mean the Miller Rep had to
come to UNH just so there would be
enough beer for you to drink? Really Mark.
Anyway, happy birthday . Love Kim .
May West- -This is for waking me up
Sunday night. Before I was disturbed I
was th inking about what George said,
" Great body form , arch that back , hold
that butt in." I don 't know about George,
but my eyes wereA 't on your back arch .
George said I have to do dummy pul ls next
time, but I don 't th ink you ' ll f it inside my
j ump su it. If you did I'd have the best P.L.F.
imaginable. I guess I an dirty like my car,
but on ly superficially. If I' m shallow like
you say, then even superficial dirt can go
pretty deep. Well you ' ll have to figure it
out over drinks and dancing some night
when you 're not working studying or
visiting you dentist for the sole purpose of
taking a break from studying. I'm sure you
can push all those exciting activities ~side
for at least one night out of the month, ok,
semester then . Just remember to wear
your knee pads. Do I have to pay for those
guitar lessons with money? I'll make you a
trade when I get ~rg!id~~:_!lv~n,~ ~\me ~iir
les_sons.-. ~ou ~o~- even .Dal!~ lO bring the
gl.!!!~~ - What a.~~;y~in. You'd have to be
~;: ;:i ii~1ead to pass that one up. So I'll get
some money somewhere . George would
say " Keep talking kid and you'll land in a
heap -a- "crap" "You mean there 's cows
in that field ." Seriously speaking (But I
never do caus that'll be the day that I die,
you hope to do it again, if not from 3000ft.
then off the top of Loon Mt. Take care
April, May, I mean June. Happy belated 8day, nice napsack. Remember to aaarrrch .
(Puuull) Rob (Bobby, Bobby wake up, the
telephone)
Hey Peen! Where have you been hiding
your head lately? If you stand more erect
maybe w~ could see more of you. \/Vhy
don't you come somtime? From carrot top
and---head.
· Hey Jane! Besides trying to steal away my
favorite production worker. you're alright.
New York and New Caanan were great
despite all the cops. Can't wait 'til the next
trip. Oh Uncle Jim---L
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Wildcats short on goals; short on wins·
By Ray Routhier
UNH's three victories were
"We lost six games by one all by good margins. They beat
goal; that's the difference Bowdoin (3-0), Holy Cross (3between a 3-8-3 record and 0) and Dartmouth (3-1 ). In the
making the , playoffs." That's remaining 11 games the
the way assistant coach Ted Wildcats lost six by one goal,
Garber summed up the UNH three by three goals and tied
soccer team's season.
three.
The Wildcats began the
"We were in ten games that
season on the upswing, either team could have won,"
·completely dominating said coach Bob Kullen. The
Bowdoin, 3-0. From that point coach felt that Holy Cross,
on UN H was inconsistent Plymouth and Babson were
especially on offense.
-games that only one team could
The offense did improve on have won. Holy Cross was
last season's performance, completely dominated by UNH
scoring 2-0 goals as opposed to while the Wildcats were
11 the year before, but they outclassed by Plymouth. In the
didn't get the scores when they Babson game tl;le · Wildcats
needed them. UNH lacked a were just plain lousy.
m't·or scor1ng threat.
UNH had the opportunities
he detense played to score, -but .. soccer 1s a game
adequately throughout the of momentary opportunities,"
season. The definitive leader of according to Kulen, and this
the defense was junior Kevin year the Wildcat booters let the
Reusch. With his outstanding moments slip by.
play he took the responsibility
"Soccer is unique from other
of running the defense. He will sports because a lot of scoring
be a vital part of turning next chances doesn't equal a lot of
year's squad into a winner.
scoring," said K ullen, "it's so

hard to put a team away. One . Walters was directly involved
quick break and you can be in half of the UNH g<>als,
right back in it even though you
don) deserve to be."
Despite UNH's poor record,
the team is still a group of fine
soccer players..:. Senior Cocaptains Scott Reither and
George Gaillardetz both played
superbly all season. Gaillardetz
minded the nets in 12 of UN H's
14 games. His goals against
average was a fine 1.58 while he
saved 7.83 shots a game. The
talented goalie had 299 saves
and seven shutouts.
Scott Reither has been called
"the best player on the field" by
Dullen a number of times, and
he deserves it. Reither was the
clear leader this year and his
skill and unlimited enthus1am
for the game will be sorely
missed.
Junior Mike Pilot was the
teams leading goal scorer,
tallying four times. He was
followed by Jamie Walters,
John Moorman, and Reither, .
who each had three goals.

totalli~g seven assists along
with his ~hree goals._

- - - --BASKETBALL----

,( continued from page 24)
· league. '"New England teams
and rebounder last year,
Redmond is a player to be her edge, and has the potential are always tough," DeMarco
reckoned with. If she picks up · to bring positive direction to promised, "Syracuse, St.
, where she left off last year, she the backcourt as the point John's, Providence ... If we can
remain healthy and put on a
will be the key fac+.or to the guard.
Other bright spots include good showing in the various
success of the team.
. DeMarco said she is junior center Denise Higgins, tournaments, we 11 be propelled
, ' particularily excited about one who, as DeMarco commented, into the national light."
of this year's recruits, Chris ••is playing like we have always
So don't hit the snooze
Gu las, a junior transfer from known she could." Also keep button at the mention of the
Penn State. Battling for the your eyes on Neilson, a big . women's basketball team. The
starting guard position, she is a . reason for the 'Cats fine 1982-83 season ·could be just
the thing that dreams are made
quick, gifted pl~yer. Although showing last year.
The Wildcats are ready to of.
Gulas _has been away from the
game for a year, she has not lqst meet the threats within the

Theresa Redmond (33) will lead the 'Cats into play tomorrow
against West Point. (Tim Skeer photo)
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NFL Action
Patriots vs Cleveland
Sunday I :00 p.m.
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UNH HEALTH SERVICES

U

Celtics vs N.Y. Nicks
Saturday 7:30 p.m.
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is sponsoring a series of informal workshops in cooperation with Residential Life.
Workshops are free and open to all students. ·
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Keys slow down;
memories speed up

Mark Doherty (13) win be on the ice when UNH faces Minnesota-Deluth tonight.(Tim Skeer
photo)
·

w ·omCn harriers finish fourth
place fourth in the Eastern
The UNH women's cross Regional Qualifing meet in
country team ended their Burlington, Vt.
In this meet only one out of
~eason on a rather disappoint13
teams goes on to the
mg note last Saturday.
After finishing their regular NCAA's in Indiana.
Harvard, with a very strong
season undefeated and taking
first .place honors at the New showing, scored 47 points to
England Championships·, the earn first place honors and also
Wildcats only managed to _ th~ right to _ represent the
By T .J. Reever

SPORTS SHORTS
B-Ball game Monday
The Kosarkaski Basketball Club of Yugoslavia will come
to Durham Monday night to face the UNH men's basketball
team. The exhibition game, the first and last for the Wildcats
before the regular season starts Nov. 27 at home against
Bro·wn, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lundholm Gym.
The Yugoslavian club will be making its last stop on their
tour when they take on the Wildcats. The club's schedule has
included games against Boston University, Merrimack
College and WPI.
Al McClain, the team's leading scorer last year, will not
play against the Yugosla:vs because of a sprained ankle. The
injury has kept him off the court during most of the preseason.

McClain honored
Junior guard Al McClain was recently named to the
starting ECAC North Atlantic conference pre-season all-star
team by the league's coaches.
Also picked on the starting squad were Ray Hall, Canisius;
Mark Halsel, Northeastern; Tony Simms, Boston University
and Coris Logan, Holy Cross.
The nirie ECAC North Atlantic coaches picked Boston
University as the odds on favorite to win the conference with
Holy Cross and Canisius not far behind. The coaches picked
UNH to finished seventh, ahead of Vermont and Colgate.

Reither nained All Star
Scott Reither, a standout four year soccer player at UNH
will repres_ent the All Northern New England squad Sunday
at M:I.T. m the New England All Star game.
.
This year~s co-captain, Reithe_r _netted t~ree goals despite
mostly play1!1g the fullback position. In his career, Reither
has scor~d nme goals and handed out thr~e assists for a total
of 21 pomts.
Reither was the only UNH player named All New England.

Eastern Region in the
Nationals. Yale and Dartnouth
were second and third with 78
and 108 points, respectively.
The UNH women didn't
have ·one of their best days,
team wise. They scored I 08
.points, placing fourth overall.
Harvard's Jenny Stricker
was the first runner across the
finishing tape. Stricker covered
the 3. I mile course 'in a time of
16:44.
UNH's first finisher was
Kathy Brandell. Brandell was
the only Wildcat to break into
the top ten. She placed sixth in
a time of 17:25. All of the times
were a little slower than
normal, due to the heavy rain
and cold temperatures.
The second UNH harrier to
·finish was Nancy Scardina.
Scardina didn't have one of her
best days. She had won the
N ~w England's just two weeks
ago. However, she still placed
15th with a repectable effort in
a time of 17:46.
Mary Ellen Rose was the
next Wildcat to finish. ·In spite
of having a cold, she ran an
outstanding effort. She placed
26th in a time of 18: 13. Anne
Miller Jinished 29th, with a
strong performance as the
harriers · fourth finisher. She
completed Vermont's cross
country course in a time of
18:21.
Cindy Stearns and Leslie
Shaff were the fifth and sixth
runners to finish for UNH.
Stearns placed 32nd and Shaff
was 37th. They finished in
times of 18:28 and 18:38,
respectively.
Suffering from a sore ankle
and bad cold, Pan Egan
finished seventh for the
Wildcats. She earned _58th
place overall and ran a time of
18:56.

Moving the typewriter keys comes harder
now, the fingers aged by three years of bus trips
to Orono, Maine, cold press boxes and hot
dogs and deadline pressures. Covering UNH
sports is not alway easy, but I highly
recommend it.
·
Newspapers and radio have been a big part
of my collegiate life here in Durham. They
have given me a lot of enjoyment and
frustration.
It was not easy to enter the men's hockey
team's locker room after calling them the
--icewomen" in a headline that day. Equally
hard was the return to campus after informing
WUNH's listening audience of my need to
relieve myself while thinking I was -off the air.
However, the people are the reward. UNH
Sports Information Director Bill Knight has
put up with last-minute requests from writers
and announcers for years with courtesy and
patience. Bill~ I hope yo,u are feeling well,
you 're a good man.
Foot ball mentor Bill Bowes and hockey
coach Charlie Holt have been gracious in
victory and defeat through the- years and I
thank them for it. Class is at a premium these
days. Athletic Directors Gail Bigglestone and
Andy _M ooradiaii's doors have alway~ been
open.
. Wrestling's Jim Urquhart and Ted Garber,
the main man in lacrosse, have proven you can
do your job and keep a sense of humor. I only ·
wish that I had done my "Jim Urquhart,
Legend in his . own Mind" a,rticle. Grady
· Vigneau and Joe Leslie, good luck I wish you
well. Bob Berry, hang in there.
The names in the preceding three
paragraphs are reasons why college athletics
are still o.k. in these times of recruiting
scandals and lawsuits. I know I've missed some
names along the way, so I'll apologize now.
Please, Mike, Brook, Jim, Kent and Diane,
. don't think I don't appreciate the help-God
knows I've needed -it. Drink, Bob, drink.
Sports editors come and sports editors go,
but Lee, BilJ, Steve, Jackie, Todd -and
especially Eddie have taught me a lot even
when I figured I knew everything. A special
thank you to Kathy, who kept the light on late
during production nights.
Before I lose people with all my good-byes, I
just want people .to see that it is not a bad way
to spend your years at college. Besides, you '11
get to meet Greg Flemming, who is going to be
something someday. Typists, business people,
production staff and photographers are now
great friends. And, believe it or not, editors are
people too.
Graduation nears, and I refrain from being
sad. UNH is a good place to escape reality and
establish self-confidence, the MUB is one of
the ways' to do it. The organizations there are a
good way to get quasi-professional experience
and love every minute of it (almost every
minute anyway). I take the experience with me
and am better for it.
The typewriter carriage is now creaking
. along to a final stop, a journey filled with thin
lines, dummy sheets, press passes and beer. If
you think I haven't enjoyed myself in the
process, and you have a week or so, I could
fully explain why you 're wrong. Those that
follow me, I · envy you. Those that have
preceded me, I thank you.

-----FORGET----(continued from page 24)

understanding of what the total
situati~n requires, and ~onv~ys

that to others. He's not goingio
carry the whole team on his

shoulders, but he's a natural
leader, and he really fits the
mold." .
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Sports
Hockey captain Forget leads on and off ice
By Peter Clark
He's the type of player every
coach would like to have. He's·
near the top in team point
production every season, but if
he wasn't, it wouldn't matter-you'd still want him. He's a
team player in every sense of
the word. He's Dan Forget,
senior captain of the UNH
men's hockey team.
In additi,on to being second
in overall team scoring last
season, Forget·s talems also
extend off the ice. He1l be the
first to admit he's not a great
speaker at the team banquets or.
functions, instead, his greatest
asset is his relationship with the
players.
"He's good to talk to," said
senior Chris Pryor. "He's a
couple years older than most of
the guys. He has a family, and I
think a lot of guys look up to
that."
Forget, 23, is a small man. At
5'7'", 165 pounds, he's a quick
skating forward. His brown
eyes and black hair,
compliment a matc11ing full
beard, giving the veteran player
a gentle appearance.
The New Liskeard, Ontario
native lives in the Forest Park
Apartments in Durham, with
wife Lucille and 3 year old son
Jason. Forget began playing
hockey at age five, and
progressed through the various
levels in the Canadian league.
After signing with the
Straford Cullitons, a junior B
team at 18, Forget met current
teammates Paul Barton and
Ken Chisholm. Forget
described his first year with the
Cullitons as "the best year on
and off the ice." The next year,
Forget began to think about
American schools. Culliton
coach Dinny Flanagan, father
of former UNH left winger
Terry Flanagan, suggested
New Hampshire.
"He said UNH was a great
place," said Forget. "Five or six
guys from Strafford had gone
here so when I finally decided
on New Hampshire, I felt a lot
more comfortable about
coming. It's funny," said
For~et, "because I can
remember Dinny saying you'll
come back in four years and
thank me."
Forget remembers the day he
flew into Logan Airport by
himself, as a hot day in early
fall.
"It was strange getting off the
plane because I didn't know

where to go," said Forget. "I
remember asking someone how
to get to Durham, and they said
where? It was an extremely hot
day. Ross Yantzi (former UNH
defenseman), picked me up at
the New England Center. I was
on pins and needles."
It was tough initially for
Forget, as it is for most
freshmen hockey players.
Forget began to hang around
with present teammates Craig

make the team and pl~y. I'd say
the toughest thing is putting
hockey second and school
first."
Hockey season finally rolled
around however, and Forget
got his chance to prove himself.
"Many people thought I was
too small," remarked Forget,
but nevertheless, he got his
chance in an exhibition game.
"Chris (Pryor) and Wags
(Mike Waghorne) didn't have a

Jay

third Jinem:;;ate because of .:ln

Miller and Todd Pearson. The
five found it difficult for the
first month or so until hockey
started. According to Forget,
that time-frame ma·kes or
breaks freshmen.
"We all hung around
together, and occasionally we'd
ask each other, what the heck
are we doing here," said Forget.
"It's really rough as a freshman
beca~s~ all you want to do is

injury, so coach Holt said
here's your chance," said
Forget. "Chris got a goal and I
got the assist. After the game
coach Holt said, "you sho\¾ed
me something out there. We
have a place for you on the
team."
The . Wildcats finished the
season with an average record.
The team welcomed a host of
new recruits the following

Stccn~cn,

Chris

Pryor,

season, including Paul Barton . selected as the alternate
and Ken Chisholm. Barton and captain, and in the spring after
Chisholm experienced the that season, he was selected by
same problems Forget had, but his teammates to captain the
there was one major difference. 1982-83 team.
"It's difficult being so far
"We'll be a more closely knit
from home," said Chisholm. team this year,." said Forget. "I
"Barney (Paul Barton) and I felt good about this year. As
had a good relationship with captain, I'll be able to do more
Forgy, and we used to go over than play."
to his place to talk a lot. I got
Coach Holt calls Forget "a
awfully homesick, and without natural leader," and according
Forgy I wonder if I would've to freshman Peter Herms, the
m::.dt> it"
statement is fitting.
As a result, the three
"He really treated the
Canadian teammates had a freshmen like normal players,"
great season together. The said Herms. "He made a real
team had turned around too, effort to help us with the system
making it to the quarter-finals and meeting other players."
of the Eastern College athletic The one instance that stood out
Conference tournament. It had in the - young defenseman 's
been a successful season for mind was prior to the team's
Forget, and as he put it, "I felt first exhibition game this
good about myself going home season.
to Strafford that summer."
"I was pretty nervous before
Junior year, Forget was the Merrimack game, and he
came down to my locker and
talked to me," said Herms. "He
told me that things would come
together if I relaxed. Since that
game I haven't had pre game
jitters. He's ideal to talk with
and play with."
He's able to communicate
well to the younger players,"
said Holt. "Since we have a
young team, it's great. I think
Dan's the greatest asset is his
FORGET, page 23

Skaters
to debut
The UNH men's hockey
team will open their regular
season tonight and tommorow
night in style, as they'll take on
the country's first ranked team
Minnesota-Duluth, in "lively
Snively Arena" at 7:30 p.rri.
The Wildcats will welcome
the return of juniors Paul
Barton and George White after
preseason injuries, but a back
injury will hold sophomore
Ralph Robinson out of the
line-up.
The 'Cats will most likely
skate a five man defensive
rotation, in the absence of
sophomore David Lee, who
underwent an appendix
operation yesterday afternoon
in Dover. Lee is expected to be
sidelined for four to six weeks.
Unlike UNH, Minnesota has
already completed 12 games.
Men's hockey captain Dan Forget (14) in action last season. (Tim Skeer photo)
The Bulldogs have rolled up a
9-2-1 mark thus far and lead the
country, as the young 1982-83
season gets underway. In preseason play the Wildcats have
gone 3-3.
Among other things, the
women's basketball team could be a big reason for success. also gave us a hint of the things Bulldogs, like most Western
teams are noted for their
be all the caffeine you need.
"Everyone's looking good," she we can do."
Facing a strong schedule, said. "They all came back
Three senior players will . physical play. As a result, this
and armed with the desire to better players. We can reach provide the leadership this weekend promises some good
step beyond New England the set of goals we've year. Guard Linda Neilson, hockey action.
Students are reminded that
recognition, the Wildcats begin established because of this."
forward Lisa Sullivan and
that journey tomorrow
"The lapse at the end of last . captain· Theresa Redmond are their athletic tickets will not get
afternoon at 2 pm in the Field year's 18-8 season will not re- all expected to help the you 1g them into the game because it's
not an ECAC game, but the
House against West Point.
occur," De Marco continued. Wildcat squad jell.
ticket
price will be cut in half to
"We've discovered the secret;
Even though four players
But the official call has gone
including two starters,
stay healthy: We benefited to two-time MVP forward $2. Tickets may be purchased
graduated last May, the team greatly from this year's pre- Theresa Redmond. High scorer at the ticket office today, or a
Snively beginning at six
still has plenty of talent. Coach season in that it told us exactly
o'clock.
BASKETBALL,
page
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Cecilia DeMarco feels this will
what we need to work on. It

Women cagers may al8rm skeptics
By Maura Gavin
Usually when the coach
promises a blue-chip season,
you roll over and go back to
dreamland. Banner years hold
as much promise as Sominex.
Eager returning players and
well-qualified recruits are the
Wink-en, Blinken and Nods of
the twilight zone.
Yet, once in a while, if you
can manage to rub the sleep
from your eyes, it's worthwile
to face the dawn. And the UNH

